[1] Compared to other regions, little is known about clouds in Antarctica. This arises in part from the challenging deployment of instrumentation in this remote and harsh environment and from the limitations of traditional satellite passive remote sensing over the polar regions. Yet clouds have a critical influence on the ice sheet's radiation budget and its surface mass balance. The extremely low temperatures, absolute humidity levels, and aerosol concentrations found in Antarctica create unique conditions for cloud formation that greatly differ from those encountered in other regions, including the Arctic. During the first decade of the 21st century, new results from field studies, the advent of cloud observations from spaceborne active sensors, and improvements in cloud parameterizations in numerical models have contributed to significant advances in our understanding of Antarctic clouds. This review covers four main topics: (1) observational methods and instruments, (2) the seasonal and interannual variability of cloud amounts, (3) the microphysical properties of clouds and aerosols, and (4) cloud representation in global and regional numerical models. Aside from a synthesis of the existing literature, novel insights are also presented. A new climatology of clouds over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean is derived from combined measurements of the CloudSat and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellites. This climatology is used to assess the forecast cloud amounts in 20th century global climate model simulations. While cloud monitoring over Antarctica from space has proved essential to the recent advances, the review concludes by emphasizing the need for additional in situ measurements.
INTRODUCTION
[2] Understanding Antarctic clouds and properly representing them in climate models is paramount to ensure the realism of future climate projections in high southern latitudes. As the source of precipitation, clouds are integral to the replenishment of the Antarctic Ice Sheet by snowfall and, thus, to its state of equilibrium and contribution to global mean sea level. Through their shortwave and longwave radiative properties, clouds influence the temperature of the atmosphere. This, in turn, can have direct effects on the cryosphere when temperatures reach the melting point or through changes in the atmospheric moisture content (ClausiusClapeyron law) and their possible impact on snowfall. Similarly, clouds exert important control over the heat and freshwater budgets of the Southern Ocean, a key component of the global ocean circulation and global carbon cycle. Furthermore, modeling studies have shown that changes in cloud properties over Antarctica may impact regions of the globe well beyond high southern latitudes [Lubin et al., 1998 ].
[3] The first decade of the 21st century has seen the growing realization that clouds play a critical role in the climate system and that much is still unknown about their properties and response to climate change [e.g., Stephens, 2005; Solomon et al., 2007; Dufresne and Bony, 2008] . This statement is particularly true for the Antarctic region given the paucity of cloud observations. Some integrated efforts such as the Global Energy and Water Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud System Study (http://gcss-dime.giss.nasa. gov/) have fostered cloud-related research and field programs. While polar clouds have been an integral component of this initiative, the emphasis has been largely placed on the Arctic region, with relatively little effort in the Antarctic.
[4] Although commonly grouped under the same "polar" attribute, the Arctic and Antarctic regions exhibit stark contrasts in their respective geography, climate, and atmosphere and, therefore, also in their cloud characteristics. With its extremely low temperatures and specific humidity and its pristine atmosphere, Antarctica represents a unique environment for cloud formation. Like other aspects of the Antarctic climate, our current knowledge of clouds in this region is mostly tied to the sparse network of staffed stations with, in particular, little insight into clouds over the Antarctic interior. Further, the limitations of cloud observations based upon satellite passive visible-infrared measurements have represented a significant challenge to investigations of clouds in high southern latitudes.
[5] An overview of Antarctic clouds was given by King and Turner [1997] as part of a comprehensive description of the climate of Antarctica. These results were essentially based on (1) limited records of conventional cloud observations from Antarctic stations and (2) early versions of satellite passive cloud retrievals. A recent short review by Lachlan-Cope [2010] has provided additional insight into clouds' microphysical properties (phase, size, and shape of cloud particles).
[6] A new era began, undoubtedly, in the early and mid2000s with the launch of active cloud sensors mounted on polar-orbiting satellites. These observations have allowed for more reliable cloud detection over the ice sheet and Southern Ocean, a three-dimensional perspective on cloud distribution, and information about cloud microphysical properties with an unprecedented spatial coverage.
[7] The impetus for the present review stems from the International Workshop on Antarctic Clouds, held in July 2010 at the Byrd Polar Research Center of The Ohio State University. The workshop participants recognized that, indeed, substantial progress had been accomplished over the last decade but that many questions remain unanswered. As a result, in anticipation for future research efforts, the present review aims to provide an up-to-date synthesis of our knowledge of clouds in Antarctica. As indicated in the title, the main focus is on clouds within the troposphere, although stratospheric clouds are also briefly discussed in several places.
[8] The paper addresses successively the four following questions.
[9] 1. What instruments and methods are used to observe Antarctic clouds, and what are the main cloud data sets currently available? (section 2).
[10] 2. What is the typical spatial distribution of clouds over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, and how does it vary seasonally and on longer time scales? (section 3).
[11] 3. What is known about the microphysical properties of Antarctic clouds, including those of aerosols serving as condensation nuclei? (section 4).
[12] 4. How, and how well, are Antarctic clouds represented in current climate models? (section 5).
[13] The conclusion (section 6) summarizes the remaining challenges and proposes future research directions. A map of Antarctica (Figure 1) shows the regions and locations referred to throughout the paper. A list of acronyms is given in Table 1 .
OBSERVATIONAL METHODS
[14] To first order, the understanding of Antarctic clouds comes from direct observations. The variety of observed properties can in turn be applied toward empowering numerical and climate models as well as directly improving weather forecasting. Antarctic clouds can be examined from the point of view of the surface as well as from airborne and space-based platforms. Observational studies are beginning to capture the basic characteristics and trends that serve as our basis for understanding Antarctic clouds. These studies are, however, nowhere near as extensive as studies in most other regions. This section offers an overview of the methods that have been and are being used to study Antarctic clouds.
Surface-Based Observations
[15] Observations of cloud fraction, cloud type, and cloud base (or cloud ceiling) are commonly reported at staffed stations around the Antarctic. Summer season provides the densest data coverage, as most stations and research field camps are actively measuring at this time of year. Austral winter sees a reduction in visual cloud observations as summer stations close, and some year-round stations reduce the observing frequency from three to six hourly periods. Visual observations of clouds from the surface are aided, where possible, by measurements from ceilometers ( Figure 2 ). These instruments employ a pulsed diode laser at nearinfrared wavelengths to provide a vertical backscatter profile, from which information about cloud height or vertical visibility can be derived. Cloud observations are coded, per World Meteorological Organization standards [e.g., World Meteorological Organization, 1995] and transmitted to the global telecommunications system for distribution. These observations are, in many cases, primarily made to support logistical operations in the Antarctic, yet they do have the ability to provide basic information about clouds around the Antarctic. These observations have been utilized directly to understand Antarctic clouds [e.g., Kirchgäßner, 2010] as well as to determine when clouds interfere with other surfacebased observations of the upper atmosphere [e.g., McCarthy et al., 2007; Balsamo et al., 1997] .
[16] An extensive compilation of conventional cloud observations was first produced by Warren et al. [1986 Warren et al. [ , 1988 on the basis of records from land stations (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) and ship reports . This data set has since been updated through 1996 [Hahn and Warren, 2003] . It includes the records from 27 stations poleward of 60°S, not all of them continuously operated throughout the period. Most of the stations are located on the coast of Antarctica (Figure 1 ), the number of stations varying with time and season. This compilation has provided the first insight into the climatology of Antarctic clouds. However, with such a small sample of sites over such a large area, the observations' broader applicability is limited and underevaluated. Furthermore, visual cloud observations have been shown to underestimate the average cloud amount at night, which is of particular concern in high-latitude regions owing to the absence of sunlight during half of the year [Hahn et al., 1995; Town et al., 2007] .
[17] To garner more detailed in situ information about clouds (e.g., phase, particle size, vertical distribution), additional surface-based observations have been made using a variety of remote sensing methods, involving both active and passive instruments. Digital cameras have been tested to observe cloud cover [Souza-Echer et al., 2006] . During the South Pole Atmospheric Radiation and Cloud Lidar Experiment (SPARCLE), direct physical measurements of clouds, including cloud particles, were made from the ground via tethered balloon [Walden et al., 2001; Town et al., 2005] . Ground-based lidars have been utilized, such as the Micro Pulse Lidar (MPL), to study cloud height distributions and cloud thickness [Cacciani et al., 1997; Walden et al., 2001; Shiobara et al., 2003; Mahesh et al., 2005] or cloud microphysical properties [Del Guasta et al., 1993] . Cloud optical depth and transmittance of solar radiation have been determined from downward broadband solar irradiance using pyranometers Warren, 2004, 2005] . A combination of shortwave (pyranometer), longwave (Eppley pyrgeometer), and net radiation (pyradiometer) time series have been analyzed to determine the influence of clouds on the surface radiation balance [Nardino and Georgiadis, 2003] . Cloud studies are currently underway that merge information from active and passive sensors, for example, ceilometer, infrared pyrometer, and vertically pointing precipitation radar in Queen Maud Land . The infrared pyrometer measures the downward thermal emission in the 8-13 mm atmospheric window (clouds dominate the signal while the emissions from water vapor and CO 2 are minimized). The radiation flux is converted to the equivalent blackbody brightness temperature. The vertical profile of equivalent radar reflectivity from the 24 GHz Doppler radar is used for detection of snowfall depth and intensity [Kneifel et al., 2011] .
[18] A Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroradiometer and Polar Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (PAERI) have been used to measure cloud optical and radiative properties. These two instruments measure the downward radiation over a set of spectral intervals (e.g., 500-1800 cm −1 , 800-1200 cm −1 , 1800-3030 cm −1 , etc.). Ultraviolet measurements, historically available at some stations, have supported the use of the FTIR for cloud studies in the Antarctic Peninsula [Lubin, 2004] . The FTIR has also been used at South Pole Station to determine cloud base heights in the Antarctic troposphere using a method originally designed for estimating cloud top heights [Mahesh et al., 2001a] . PAERI, FTIR, radiosonde, and surface pyrgeometer observations have been combined to study fractional cloud cover over South Pole Station [Town et al., 2005 [Town et al., , 2007 (see section 3.1.4).
Airborne Measurements
[19] Direct measurements of clouds from aircraft platforms are essential to complement ground-based observations as they provide direct cloud samples ( Figure 3) . Because of the logistical challenge of operating such aircraft in Antarctica, airborne observations remain relatively limited and have only taken place during the austral summer.
[20] Several campaigns have been undertaken over the Antarctic Peninsula and in the Ross Sea sector of the continent. One program involved sampling low stratus clouds near Ross Island and McMurdo Station, using cloud water collection probe, cloud condensation nucleii spectrometer, Figure 2 . Ceilometer at Princess Elizabeth Station, Antarctica. and forward scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP) instrumentation to collect cloud particles and measure their size and distribution [Saxena, 1983; Saxena and Ruggiero, 1990b] . Samples collected during the flight were examined through electron microscope to determine the cloud condensation and ice nuclei of the cloud particles found in the sample. During January 1986, measurements from a downward-viewing lidar mounted on a supply aircraft were carried out during a series of flights between McMurdo Station and the South Pole, revealing the vertical cloud structure along the flight track [Morley et al. 1989] . Additional recent airborne studies, especially in the Antarctica Peninsula region, have been or are presently being conducted [Lachlan-Cope et al., 2001; Lachlan-Cope, 2010] . Section 4.3.3 gives some details on one of these campaigns.
Satellite Remote Sensing
[21] Meteorological satellites first flew over the Antarctic in 1960, with the launch of Television and Infrared Operational Satellite (TIROS-1), the world's first weather satellite. However, usable and routinely available satellite observations applied to the Antarctic only came over the next decade [Lazzara et al., 2003] . With multiple daily passes over high latitudes, a polar-orbiting platform has been, and remains, the prime satellite type able to offer the best information over the continent itself. Both active and passive remote sensing methods have been employed to investigate Antarctic cloud systems. Some efforts, while global in scale, have included analysis over the Antarctic, while others are focused on the Antarctic itself. An overview of cloud detection from space can be found in the work by Stephens and Kummerow [2007] and Kokhanovsky et al. [2011] . Additional details can be found in the comprehensive review of satellite remote sensing over the polar regions given by Lubin and Massom [2006] and Massom and Lubin [2006] .
Satellite Passive Observations
[22] Cloud detection algorithms based on passive visibleinfrared (VIS-IR) typically rely on the albedo and thermal contrast between clouds and the background (Earth's surface). In polar regions, these algorithms face three important challenges: (1) the "white on white" problem in the VIS spectral range because of the very similar albedo of cloud top and the snow-or ice-covered surface, (2) the "cold on cold" problem in the IR spectral range enhanced by the frequent and strong surface temperature inversion, and (3) the absence of sunlight during the winter months. An overview of several VIS-IR cloud detection schemes is given by Thomas et al. [2004] .
[23] The largest sample of passive VIS-IR observations has been provided by the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR), flown from 1978 onward on the NOAA satellite series as part of the Polar Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) program. Cloud distribution in the Antarctic from AVHRR data and radiation measurements at the surface have been investigated on the high polar plateau at Dome Fuji Station [e.g., Yamanouchi et al., 1987 Yamanouchi et al., , 2000 ]. An operational real-time cloud detection scheme of clouds was developed using observations from AVHRR over Antarctica for use on the Antarctic Peninsula. Additional studies have been done over the Antarctic using the AHVRR, including one developed for the automated detection of sea ice, which had the added success of determining high and low clouds in addition to land and sea ice [Williams et al., 2002] . Distributions of mesoscale cyclones have been analyzed from AVHRR over portions of the Antarctic [Carrasco et al., 2003] .
[24] AVHRR observations over polar regions, along with observations from geostationary satellites over lower latitudes, have been integrated in the first global analysis of clouds, the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Rossow, 1983, 1985; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Rossow and Duenas, 2004] , which currently spans 1983-2009. Important efforts have been made to improve cloud detection over polar regions in the most recent version (D) of ISCCP cloud products [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999; Hatzianastassiou et al., 2001] . However, the ISCCP two-channel cloud detection scheme [Rossow and Garder, 1993] does not take full advantage of the five channels available on AVHRR sensors from 1982 onward (a sixth channel was added in 1998). All available channels from AVHRR have been used to produce the AVHRR Polar Pathfinder (APP) cloud data set, with an extended version (APP-x) currently available [Meier et al., 1997; Key, 2002] . Over the polar regions, APP-x was found to produce cloud fractions approximately 20%-30% higher than ISCCP [Pavolonis and Key, 2003; Thomas et al., 2004] and show better agreement with groundbased observations [Pavolonis and Key, 2003; Wang and Key, 2005] . However, Town et al. [2007] found that both the ISCCP and APP-x cloud masks show relatively little reliability over the East Antarctic plateau.
[ algorithm employs measurements from 14 spectral bands (out of 36 available) with higher spectral resolution than AVHRR. Examples of MODIS cloud products are given in Figure 4 . Liu et al. [2004] evaluated an early version of MODIS cloud mask over polar regions and found that 40% of the clouds went undetected during the polar night. This nighttime bias as well as cloud detection over bright surfaces has been addressed by subsequent improvements to the cloud detection algorithm and again in the early 2011 release of MODIS cloud products (http:// modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/Collection_051_Changes_v1. pdf). Yet even in recent versions of MODIS cloud products, cloud detection over sea ice and land ice remains challenging Frey et al., 2008] .
[26] A combination of VIS and IR observations from geostationary and polar orbiting satellites has been merged into a mosaic covering the Antarctic and providing a full cover of the adjacent Southern Ocean ( Figure 5 ) [Lazzara et al., 2003; M. Lazzara and S. Knuth, Arctic and Antarctic satellite composite imagery, submitted to Polar Research, 2011] . While these composites are only available in a limited number of common spectral channels, they offer a synoptic depiction of the cloud systems around the Antarctic and Southern Ocean and have been used for weather forecasting, education, and deriving atmospheric wind vectors Lazzara et al., 2010] .
[27] Cloud detection based on the AVHRR and MODIS sensors largely pertain to tropospheric clouds (up to ∼10 km in polar regions). These sensors are ineffective at detecting the tenuous polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) that form over Antarctica in the core of winter. Instead, existing PSC climatologies over Antarctica originate mainly from solar occultation observations: those from the Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement (SAM) II onboard Nimbus 7 satellite [Poole and Pitts, 1994] , and those from the Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM) II and III onboard the SPOT-3 and SPOT-4 satellites, respectively [Fromm et al., 1997 [Fromm et al., , 2003 ]. The combined data sets provide more than two decades of PSC observations [Fromm et al., 2003] . The solar occultation technique measures how atmospheric constituents affect the transmission of sunlight through the Earth's atmosphere during the satellite "sunrise" and "sunset." One important caveat of this method is that these data only sample a slowly varying latitude, highest (∼85°S) near the equinoxes and lowest (∼65°S) near the solstices [Fromm et al. 2003] . Observations from spaceborne active instruments have considerably improved the detection of Antarctic PSCs.
Satellite Active Remote Sensing
[28] Active remote sensing techniques have largely overcome the limitations of the passive instruments in polar regions. Active instruments (e.g., radar and lidar) measure the properties (backscatter and polarization) of a signal emitted from space and reflected by the atmospheric con- stituents (e.g., cloud particles) and by the Earth's surface. As such, the measured quantities are not affected by the presence of snow or ice on the surface or the absence of sunlight. This method has provided more accurate observations of clouds, which have often been used to gauge passive cloud observations [e.g., Naud et al., 2005] . One limitation of the active remote sensing technique lies in the narrow footprint of the sensors that allows only a reduced spatial sampling. For this reason, only monthly or seasonal statistics are meaningful.
[29] Cloud observations from active sensors began in January 2003 with the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) installed on NASA's Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) [Zwally et al., 2002; Stephens et al., 2002; Spinhirne et al., 2005a; Winker et al., 2007] . Operating at 532 and 1064 nm, the GLAS lidar is sensitive to small cloud droplets and ice particles, in particular those from the tenuous layers of stratospheric clouds Spinhirne et al., 2005b; Dessler et al., 2006] . Unfortunately, because of technical deficiencies discovered shortly after the launch [Abshire et al., 2005] , the GLAS lidar was operated only intermittently throughout the ICESat mission, which ended in 2010. GLAS data provided the first opportunity to validate satellite passive cloud retrievals with spaceborne active measurements over the polar regions [Mahesh et al., 2004; Ackerman et al., 2008] . Using GLAS observations, Spinhirne et al. [2005b] produced a map of monthly mean cloud frequencies over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean for October 2003.
[30] The second set of spaceborne active remote sensing data comes from the 94 GHz cloud profiling radar (CPR) on the CloudSat satellite and from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) lidar on the CALIPSO satellite ( Figure 6 2002]. CALIOP operates in similar wavelengths to GLAS but is also sensitive to the polarization of the 532 nm signal, which plays an important role for the retrieval of cloud microphysical properties [Grenier et al., 2009] . One important downside of the lidar is that its signal becomes attenuated by thick cloud layers. The radar, on the other hand, with a longer wavelength (a few millimeters) is sensitive to larger hydrometeors and can peer through thick clouds but is affected by reflection from the surface, or surface clutter [Grenier et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2010] . In order to take advantage of these complementary views of the atmosphere, joint CloudSat-CALIPSO products have been developed using collocated observations from the two sensors [Mace et al., 2009; Hagihara et al., 2010] . The individual swath cloud products have been used to derive monthly gridded cloud fraction data [Kay et al., 2008; Kay and Gettelman, 2009; Wang et al., 2008; Adhikari et al., 2010; Verlinden et al., 2011] .
Cloud Products and Terminology
[31] In the literature, several expressions are commonly used to quantify the amount of clouds over a given area. Cloud fraction refers to the fractional area of the sky covered by clouds, as typically reported by surface synoptic observations [e.g., Hahn and Warren, 2003] . On the other hand, satellite cloud retrievals provide, in their most elementary spatial unit (e.g., pixel), only simple binary information; the sky is either "cloudy" or "clear," and the conditions are assumed to be homogeneous over the whole area covered by the pixel. If the spatial resolution of the cloud mask is high enough and the spatial coverage sufficient (as is typically in cloud masks based upon satellite passive VIS-IR measurements), cloud fraction statistics can be derived that can be directly compared with visual cloud observations.
[32] Active remote-sensing instruments, such as spaceborne radars and lidars, are characterized by a narrow field of view that allows only for a relatively low spatial sampling (especially over middle and low latitudes). From these observations, monthly cloud frequencies (or cloud incidences) can be derived from the ratio of the number of cloudy profiles detected by the sensor over a given area, over the total number of profiles. In theory, these cloud frequencies should equal the temporally averaged cloud fractions defined above if the conditions are horizontally homogeneous and the number of observations sufficiently large (see Wyser and Jones [2005] for additional discussion). These conditions are not generally observed in practice. A detailed description of two satellite-based cloud products (MODIS and CloudSat-CALIPSO) is given below. These two data sets are among those used in section 3 to describe the climatological distribution of Antarctic clouds. The different "views" of clouds from these products may account for some of the differences seen in the cloud distributions.
[33] The MODIS monthly cloud fractions are based upon the MODIS instrument on Terra (averaged for daytime and nighttime) and correspond to the MODIS Level 3 cloud fraction product [Hubanks et al., 2008] . The MODIS 1 × 1 km cloud mask estimates the probability for a pixel to be cloudy or clear and includes four categories: "confident cloudy," "probably cloudy," "probably clear," and "confident clear." The MODIS 5 × 5 km Level 2 cloud fractions are derived by computing, in each 5 km box, the fraction of the 1 km pixels that are either "probably" or "confident" cloudy. The global gridded MODIS Level 3 cloud fractions are then computed as the average cloud fractions of all 5 × 5 km pixels within 1°× 1°latitude-longitude grid boxes.
[34] The CloudSat-CALIPSO monthly cloud frequencies are an updated version of the data set produced by Kay et al. [2008] and Kay and Gettelman [2009] . These monthly data are derived from the CloudSat radar cloud mask (2B-GEOPROF) and the collocated CALIPSO lidar cloud mask (2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR). As noted in section 2.3.2, the two instruments sense the atmosphere in three dimensions but with different horizontal and vertical resolutions, the "volumes" sensed by the lidar being smaller than those sensed by the radar. In the CloudSat cloud mask, Kay et al. [2008] count the volumes as cloudy when the 2B-GEOPROF data equal 20, 30, or 40 (i.e., cloud detected with increasing level of confidence). As for the CALIPSO cloud mask, the 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR product provides the fraction, C f , of the radar volume that is identified as cloudy by the lidar. Kay et al. [2008] define this volume as cloudy for C f > 1%. In comparison, Verlinden et al. [2011] use a threshold value of 50% to separate between clear and cloudy volumes in the 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR product. As shown in section 4, the use of different threshold values likely accounts for differences in cloud amounts. Global gridded monthly cloud frequencies from CloudSat and CALIPSO are produced by computing the ratio of the number of cloudy profiles over the total number of profiles within 2°× 2°latitude-longitude grid boxes.
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIABILITY OF ANTARCTIC CLOUD COVER
[35] This section describes the climatological distribution of clouds over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean and gives some perspectives on its long-term changes. Historically, some insight into the Antarctic cloud climatology has first been gained from cloud observations made at some Antarctic stations, which have been compiled into regional and global cloud data sets [Schwerdtfeger, 1970; Warren et al., 1986 Warren et al., , 1988 Hahn and Warren, 2003] . While these observations constitute the longest cloud records, they are unfortunately restricted to a few locations, mostly on the coast of Antarctica. Since the early 1980s, cloud observations with a more complete spatial coverage have been obtained from VIS-IR sensors onboard polar-orbiting satellites. Yet these observations have inherent limitations over cold, ice-covered surfaces. Most recently, the joint CloudSat-CALIPSO data set has provided a more accurate and complete view of clouds. Antarctic cloud climatologies derived from this joint data set have been recently produced [Verlinden et al., 2011] . However, their time span is still limited (≤4 years) and the CloudSat-CALIPSO monthly mean cloud fractions may be affected by the low spatial sampling of the radar and lidar instruments over the Southern Ocean (and lower latitudes). Thus, these various data sets have both strengths and limitations. They provide a composite picture of Antarctic cloud climatology in which some inconsistencies are still to be investigated. from the Hahn and Warren [2003] cloud climatology. The three satellite data sets are also used to compute the zonal-average total cloud fraction as a function of latitude (Figure 8 ). In Figure 8 , the Western and Eastern hemispheres are shown separately to account for the asymmetry of the Antarctic continent (see Figure 1) . A description of the different cloud data sets is given in Table 2 .
[37] The four data sets show a maximum in total cloud fraction over the Southern Ocean (50°S-65°S), decreasing poleward and reaching a minimum over the East Antarctic plateau. The high degree of cloudiness of the Southern Ocean is linked to the abundance of synoptic and mesoscale depressions moving eastward around the Antarctic continent [King and Turner, 1997; Carrasco et al., 2003; Simmonds et al., 2003 ]. This intense cyclonic activity accounts for the minimum in sea level pressure known as the circumpolar pressure trough, seen in Figure 8 . The latitudinal extent of the cloud maximum is broader than previously suggested by southern-hemisphere land station observations [King and Turner, 1997] , likely as a result of the paucity of stations between 40°S and 60°S.
[38] Over the ocean, MODIS exhibits the largest cloud amounts, with maxima around 95% in all seasons. These values are in good agreement with observations from the Antarctic island station, Orcadas (60.7°S, 44.7°W), with an average cloud fraction of 92.7% in summer. Over the same latitudes, CloudSat-CALIPSO shows cloud fraction maxima within 80%-90%. This difference with respect to MODIS may result from the reduced spatial sampling of the CloudSat-CALIPSO. In the Eastern Hemisphere, CloudSat-CALIPSO and MODIS feature a well-defined cloud maximum at ∼60°S, which corresponds to the latitude of greatest cyclone density around East Antarctica [Simmonds et al., 2003] .
[39] By reducing the moisture fluxes into the atmospheric boundary layer, the presence of sea ice is associated with a reduction in cloud amounts by 10%-20% compared to the ice-free ocean. This lower degree of cloudiness is consistent with smaller cloud optical depths reported by Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] within the sea-ice zone. The latter study (restricted to the East Antarctic sector of the Southern Ocean) also shows that clear sky and thin clouds occur, on average, twice as frequently near the Antarctic coast (65°S-70°S) compared to offshore (55°S-60°S). Looking at the entire Southern Ocean in Figure 7 , the impact of sea ice on cloudiness is particularly manifest over the Weddell and Ross seas.
[40] Several factors contribute to limiting the amount of clouds over Antarctica. Besides the extremely low temperatures and the reduced availability of moisture from surface sublimation, the ice sheet's steep coastal slopes also act as a dynamic barrier (conservation of potential vorticity) to the majority of depressions. Nevertheless, deep tropospheric systems can sometimes penetrate far inland and bring about enhanced cloudiness [Pook and Cowled 1999; Naithani et al. 2002; Massom et al., 2004; Nicolas and Bromwich, 2011] . Furthermore, the large-scale midtropospheric flow in high southern latitudes, with subsidence over Antarctica, is detrimental to cloud formation [James, 1989; Parish and Bromwich, 2007] .
[41] Cloudiness decreases more rapidly along the coast of East Antarctica (∼65°S), as a result of steeper coastal topography, higher average elevation, and lower temperatures compared to West Antarctica. The larger cloud amounts found over West Antarctica throughout the year illustrate that the greater ocean influence on the climate of this part of the ice sheet is consistent with greater snow accumulation van de Berg et al., 2006; Arthern et al., 2006] . Repeated intrusions of maritime air have been shown to leave a characteristic tongue of greater cloudiness over central West Antarctica [Nicolas and Bromwich, 2011] . Manifestations of this "marine signature" can be clearly seen in MODIS seasonal cloud maps ( Figure 7k ). Further linkages between the cloud distribution and the atmospheric circulation are discussed in section 3.1.3.
Seasonal Variations in Total Cloud Fraction
[42] Over the Southern Ocean equatorward of 60°S (the approximate northernmost extent of the sea-ice edge), the total cloud fractions from ISCCP and MODIS show little seasonal variability (Figures 8c-8f) . Only CloudSat-CALIPSO shows a minimum in cloudiness occurring in summer (∼5% lower than in winter). As suggested by Verlinden et al. [2011] , this summertime minimum is consistent with the seasonality of the extratropical cyclone activity [see Simmonds et al., 2003 ]. Over the ocean south of 60°S, the total cloud fraction exhibits a maximum in summer and minimum in winter, consistent with the negative impact of sea-ice on surface moisture fluxes.
[43] Over the Antarctic continent, CloudSat-CALIPSO shows zonal-average total cloud fractions reaching a maximum of 50% in winter and a minimum of 30% in summer, with intermediate values in the transitional seasons. Despite the known challenges of cloud detection based upon passive VIS-IR measurements, it is noteworthy that ISCCP shows good agreement with CloudSat-CALIPSO over both East and West Antarctica. However, these two data sets exhibit differences in the spatial distribution. This may be linked to the fact that ISCCP cloud fractions correlate poorly with pyrgeometer observations at South Pole [Town et al., 2007] (see section 3.1.4). MODIS estimates do not exceed 30% throughout the year, a result that likely denotes the lower skill of its cloud masking algorithm over the cold ice sheet surface.
[44] The cloud regime at coastal Antarctic stations derived from visual cloud observations is generally aligned with that of the seasonally ice-covered ocean, characterized by a summer maximum and winter minimum. However, sitespecific conditions (topography and prevailing wind direction) account for departures from this pattern. For example, the cloud minimum occurs in winter at Faraday, Halley, Neumayer, and McMurdo; in summer at Syowa; and in both summer and winter at Davis [van den Broeke, 2000; Bailey and Lynch, 2000b; Turner and Pendlebury, 2004; Fogt and Bromwich, 2008; Kirchgäßner, 2010] .
[45] Van den Broeke [2000] found that cloudiness at some Antarctic stations (Faraday and Halley) is influenced by the semiannual oscillation, the twice-yearly contraction and expansion of the circumpolar pressure trough, yielding a double cloud maximum in February through March and October, respectively. On the Antarctic plateau, visual cloud observations at South Pole suggest a minimum in winter but are affected by the absence of sunlight [Hahn et al., 1995; Town et al., 2007] . In comparison, Vostok, the only other station in the Antarctic interior included in the Hahn and Warren [2003] data set, exhibits a winter maximum and summer minimum, consistent with CloudSat-CALIPSO and ISCCP.
Vertical Distribution
[46] The 4 year CloudSat-CALIPSO record is used to produce zonal transects of the vertical profile of cloud fraction along latitudes 61°S, 71°S, 77°S, and 81°S ( Figure 9 ). A somewhat similar figure is found in the work by Verlinden et al. [2011] . Some differences between the Verlinden et al. study and Figure 9 are highlighted in the next paragraphs. These discrepancies likely arise because of the different threshold values used to define cloudy volumes (see section 2.3.3). The differing sampling periods (3 years in the Verlinden et al. study versus 4 years in Figure 9 ) are assumed to have a more secondary effect.
[47] Over the Southern Ocean, the greatest cloud fractions (>50%) occur in the lower troposphere, below ∼3 km above sea level (asl) (cloud fractions of >50% are seen in Figure 9 , whereas in the work by Verlinden et al. [2011] , these values range 25%-30%). This abundance of low-level clouds denotes the presence of quasi-permanent stratus layers. As shown by Verlinden et al. [2011] , these clouds are confined within the atmospheric boundary layer, below a maximum of static stability. The reduction in low-level cloudiness induced by the presence of sea ice can be clearly seen by comparing Figures 9c and 9d (western longitudes). Verlinden et al.
[2011] report a second maximum in the upper troposphere (6-8 km), greatest in winter and more tightly linked to the cyclonic activity. This upper tropospheric maximum is absent from Figures 9a-9c and only weakly apparent in Figure 9d . [48] As one approaches the continent, the vertical distribution of clouds becomes less zonally symmetric owing to the presence of the ice sheet but also to the atmospheric circulation. Southerly winds produce an outflow of dry and cold continental polar air, whereas northerly winds tend to bring relatively warm and moist air masses. The meridional transport of moisture at 70°S has been shown to be greatest in the West Antarctic sector, both as a result of the mean and eddy components of the tropospheric flow [Genthon and Krinner, 1998; Tietäväinen and Vihma, 2008; Bromwich and Wang, 2008] . In Figures 9e-9h, this region exhibits the greatest cloud amounts throughout the troposphere, particularly in the 90°W-120°W sector. This sector of West Antarctica also corresponds to the eastern side (onshore flow) of the quasipermanent upper level center of low pressure located over the Ross Ice Shelf [e.g., Bromwich and Wang, 2008] . The signature of the moisture tongue over central West Antarctica, described by Nicolas and Bromwich [2011] and discussed in section 3.1.1, can be clearly seen in Figures 9g and 9h . In contrast, the western branch of the low (120°E-160°E) coincides with reduced cloud fractions. In addition to the horizontal atmospheric circulation, Verlinden et al. [2011] show some correspondence between positive wind vertical velocity and regions of enhanced cloudiness, for example, over the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula. Verlinden et al. further show that the 120°E-160°E is characterized by strong downward motion over Antarctica, consistent with the low cloud amounts previously mentioned.
[49] One of the notable characteristics of the winter cloud profiles is the greater occurrence of clouds in the upper tropospheric and stratospheric layers (Figures 9d, 9f , and 9h). This phenomenon is consistent with the seasonality of polar stratospheric clouds (see Figure 13 and section 3.3). Several factors may contribute to this greater upper level cloudiness. More intense cyclonic activity in winter [Simmonds et al., 2003 ] favors intrusions of maritime air onto the Antarctic interior. The extremely low temperatures inside the polar vortex allow for cloud formation despite the low levels of specific humidity. Furthermore, the thermal troposphere over Antarctica is more weakly defined in winter (lower static stability) than in summer [Gettelman et al., 2011] , which is favorable to the penetration of tropospheric air masses into the lower stratosphere [e.g., Wang et al., 2008] .
[50] At 81°S and, to a lesser extent, 77°S (Figures 9h and 9f), CloudSat and CALIPSO suggest a sharp decrease in cloud fraction at approximately 8 km asl, also found by Verlinden et al. [2011] . It is unclear, however, whether this feature is real or not. Indeed, this discontinuity coincides with a change in the horizontal and vertical resolutions of the CALIPSO data at 8.2 km and a drop in the sensitivity of the lidar [Winker et al., 2010] . Moreover, the sharpness of this boundary seems to decrease homogeneously with latitude ( Figure 9h versus Figure 9f ), and the apparent drop off in cloudiness is not associated with a strong temperature gradient [Gettelman et al., 2011] .
Cloud Cover at South Pole
[51] The U.S. station, Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, is one of only two sites on the East Antarctic Polar Plateau with a long-term record of visual cloud observations. CloudSat and CALIPSO do not provide observations poleward of 82°S; therefore, our knowledge of the cloud climatology over this area primarily relies on a series of groundbased cloud investigations [e.g., Stone, 1993; Mahesh et al., 2001a Mahesh et al., , 2001b Mahesh et al., , 2005 Town et al., 2005 Town et al., , 2007 ].
[52] Town et al. [2007] compared the cloud amounts at South Pole from different sources (visual observations, pyrgeometer, ISCCP, and APP-x) and concluded on the superiority of pyrgeometer measurements. The study confirmed the presence of a low bias (20%) in visual observations during winter caused by the absence of sunlight, larger than previously estimated by Hahn et al. [1995] . Town et al. [2007] also found that ISCCP cloud amounts agree well with pyrgeometer data during winter but substantially underestimate the cloud amounts during summer (by 30%). However, the time series from the two data sets are uncorrelated in winter (they are weakly correlated in summer). The analysis of pyrgeometer observations from 1993 to 2004 by Town et al. [2007] revealed only a slight seasonal variability in cloud cover, with a minimum in summer (45%-50%) and values around 55%-65% during the other months. Mahesh et al. [2005] analyze groundbased lidar measurements carried out at South Pole between January 2000 and July 2004 and report that clouds were detected on average 40% of the time, with no apparent seasonality.
[53] Stone [1993] used radiosondes to study clouds over the South Pole during winter. Using change points in the vertical net flux profiles from these sondes, Stone [1993] found cloud bases coincident with the top of the surface inversion (400 m above the surface). Cloud geometrical thickness was extensive, with tops between 2000 and 6000 m above the surface. A distribution in cloud base heights, based on FTIR measurements from 1992 [Mahesh et al., 2001a] , is shown in Figure 10 . In all seasons for this particular year, there is a primary mode near the surface, somewhat consistent with Stone [1993] , but suggesting cloud bases more within the inversion than right at the top. A second mode (peak at 2-3 km) also appears. Elastic backscatter lidar observations Figure 10 . Cloud base heights at South Pole throughout 1991, retrieved from surface-based FTIR spectroradiometer data using a CO 2 -slicing technique. From Mahesh et al. [2001a] .
at the South Pole from 2000 to 2004 [Mahesh et al., 2005] do not show the specific bimodal distribution as in the 1992 FTIR retrievals. However, individual daily time series of the lidar backscatter suggest frequent occurrence of settling ice crystals in the midtroposphere that may ultimately be responsible for the bimodal distribution appearing in the surface-based passive retrievals (Figure 11 ).
Long-Term Trends in Antarctic Clouds
[54] Given the known uncertainties associated with cloud observations over high southern latitudes, it is not surprising that little is known about the long-term changes in cloud amounts in this region. For this purpose, an additional problem lies in the presence of potential spurious changes in the satellite-based cloud data sets, caused by radiance calibration issues between satellites [Klein and Hartmann, 1993] . This concern has been addressed in the latest version of ISCCP products [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999] . Evan et al. [2007] still warn against the use of ISCCP for longterm trend analysis. However, the major discontinuities are related to changes in the viewing geometry between geostationary satellites over lower latitudes and, thus, are less of an issue over the polar regions.
Continental-Scale Trends
[55] Few studies have looked at the linear trends in total cloud fraction over Antarctica using satellite passive VIS-IR observations. Comiso and Stock [2001] analyzed APP-x monthly cloud anomalies from 1982 through 1999 and found a negative trend of −0.50 ± 0.06% yr −1 on average over Antarctica for elevations >2000 m. These results are consistent with those reported by Wylie et al. [2005] , on the basis of observations from the High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS). Wylie et al. [2005] compared the HIRS-based average cloud amounts during 1993-2001 and 1985-1992 and found the largest changes on Earth occurring over East Antarctica, with a decrease of >5% between the two periods. Comiso and Stock [2001] argue that such a decrease would be consistent with the concomitant slight cooling of the continent during the same period reported by Comiso [2000] .
[56] The time series of the mean seasonal cloud amounts over Antarctica from ISCCP are shown in Figure 12 . Bearing in mind the caveats relative to this data set, the fall (March, April, and May) and winter (June, July, and August) seasons exhibit negative and statistically significant trends(−1.46 ± 0.50% and −1.68 ± 0.61%), with insignificant trends in the other seasons. The negative trends suggest some overall agreement with the results from Comiso and Stock [2001] and Wylie et al. [2005] . It is noteworthy that none of the seasonal trends from ISCCP are significantly different from zero during 1982-1999, which differs from the conclusions from Comiso and Stock [2001] . However, the ISCCP results do not distinguish between elevation ranges.
[57] For lack of data sets extending back prior to the 1980s, one may turn to the changes in Antarctic surface mass balance, which are, to some extent, affected by changes in clouds as the source of precipitation. The absence of significant change in Antarctic snowfall between 1957 and 2004 reported by Monaghan et al. [2006] seems to indicate similarly nonsignificant change in the average cloud amount over the continent. The main limitations to such inference are that clouds do not necessarily precipitate and that a significant proportion of precipitation over the Plateau falls under clearsky conditions [Bromwich, 1988; Walden et al., 2003; Fujita and Abe, 2006] .
Trends at Some Antarctic Stations
[58] In spite of their sparse distribution, visual observations provide the longest records of cloud amount in Antarctica, [59] At Vernadsky/Faraday (western Antarctic Peninsula), Kirchgäßner [2010] reports a significant increase in total cloud cover between 1960 and 2005, with stronger increase in winter. The authors suggest possible linkage with the decreasing sea ice cover in the Bellingshausen Sea [e.g., Stammerjohn et al., 2008] . Enhanced cloudiness at Vernadsky/Faraday is also consistent with the weakening of the semiannual oscillation observed since the 1970s [van den Broeke, 2000] . At Syowa, on the coast of East Antarctica (40°E), Yamanouchi and Shudou [2007] found a statistically significant increase in the mean annual cloud amount, which is also reflected in all months. At South Pole, Town et al. [2007] found a significant positive trend during 1954-2007 for sunlit months but argue that the results are likely affected by changing observing practices. For a shorter period (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) , the same authors report no significant trends from pyrgeometer observations.
Antarctic Stratospheric Clouds
[60] As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the availability of spaceborne lidar observations from the GLAS and CALIOP lidars has greatly improved the monitoring of PSCs over Antarctica. Using CALIPSO observations from the 2006 winter, Pitts et al. [2007] evaluated the reliability of the solar occultation-based PSC climatologies by producing "virtual solar occulation" data that mimic the sampling of the SAM II. They showed that the occultation-based climatologies poorly represent the Antarctic region as a whole.
[61] In order for the PSCs to form despite the extremely low moisture content, temperatures in the lower stratosphere must fall below −80°C. These conditions typically occur within the polar vortex over Antarctica during austral winter. On regional scales, the formation of PSCs has been associated with the occurrence of mountain waves [e.g., Cariolle et al., 1989; Eckermann et al., 2006] . This phenomenon accounts for the relative abundance of PSCs near the Antarctic Peninsula seen both in the SAM II climatology from 1978 to 1989 [Poole and Pitts, 1994] and in the CALIPSO data from the 2006 austral winter [Pitts et al., 2007; Noel et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008] . It is also apparent in the mean August cloud fraction from CloudSat-CALIPSO shown in Figure 13 . Wang et al. [2008] further showed that PSCs may form in connection with deep tropospheric cloud systems as a result of adiabatic and radiative cooling in the lower stratosphere.
[62] Little information exists about the long-term changes in PSCs over Antarctica. Fromm et al. [2003] found minima in 1983 and 1992, the first year following two major volcanic eruptions (El Chichón and Pinatubo). As noted by Lachlan-Cope et al. [2009] , temperature changes during the transitional months between winter and the preceding/ following seasons are most consequential for PSCs. Using the temperature fields for June through August 1979-2001 from the ERA-40 reanalysis together with observed estimates of the average water content for the Antarctic winter troposphere, Lachlan-Cope et al. [2009] found that the probability for PSCs to form had increased during this period, a result consistent with the midtropospheric warming in high southern latitudes reported by Turner et al. [2006] .
MICROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ANTARCTIC CLOUDS

The Aerosol Regime
[63] The Antarctic is often regarded as a "pristine" or "clean air" environment. While the Antarctic shows markedly less influence of anthropogenic aerosol than many other regions, it is by no means entirely free of most major aerosol types, and distant anthropogenic sources have been found. The most pristine aspect of Antarctica may be that its extensive continental region has essentially no local aerosol sources and serves as a sink for aerosols. In addition, Antarctic coastal regions show much lower aerosol concentrations than most other maritime regions [Hogan, 1986] . The description of Antarctic aerosols presented hereafter builds upon two comprehensive reviews of early research [Shaw, 1988; Ito, 1989 ] as well as more recent studies.
Composition and Seasonal Variability of Antarctic Aerosols
[64] There is a regular seasonal cycle in aerosol concentrations over the Antarctic Plateau, varying from 10 cm −3 during winter to levels near those of central oceans of 100-200 cm −3 during summer [Shaw, 1988; Harder et al., 2000] . The largest component by mass is generally sulfate (70%-90%). However, during winter, the submicron particles are composed of aged sulfate particles and sea salt, as opposed to sulfuric acid particles during summer. At coastal locations such as Ross Island and Syowa Station, the same seasonal cycle appears, but with winter minima on the order of 50- 100 cm −3 and summer maxima as large as 700 cm −3 . This seasonal cycle pertains mainly to the Aitken particles, which have average diameters on the order of 0.01 mm and are largely inactive optically. The correlation of this seasonal cycle with available sunlight suggests a formation mechanism involving photochemical oxidation of sulfur compounds. The coarse-mode, or Mie particles (size range typically 0.1-2 mm), show a different seasonal cycle, with minimum concentrations in autumn and maximum concentrations in spring [Ito, 1989] . Bodhaine et al. [1986] and Hogan and Barnard [1978] have suggested that low-lying frontal systems generate warm air intrusions that enhance both moisture and concentrations of Mie particles over the Antarctic Plateau.
[65] Recent research has further clarified the seasonal variation in aerosol composition. The fractional abundance of sulfates and methanesulfonate (MSA) correlates strongly with the availability of sunlight, while heavy metallic ions (Pb, Sn, Zr, Pb, Ti, Mn, Fe, and Ga) and sea salts show maxima both in autumn and winter. This behavior is seen in measurements from Syowa [Hara et al., 1996] , Mawson [Savoie et al., 1993] , Neumayer [Wagenbach et al., 1988] , and Maitri [Deshpande and Kamra, 2004] .
[66] The seasonal cycle described above sometimes manifests differently at Palmer Station, an island maritime location [Saxena and Ruggiero, 1990a] . Here, aerosol concentrations are typically 1000 cm −3 year-round but can reach maxima of 4000 cm −3 during August. Sulfur remains the largest Aitken elemental constituent at Palmer Station, and in the fine particle mode the non-sea-salt sulfates correlate well with marine primary productivity [Correia et al., 1998 ]. However, Saxena and Ruggiero [1990a] also find important mass contributions from chlorine and aluminum (both 24%, primarily in the Mie particles). The former indicates the influence of sea salt, while the latter occurs mainly during northeasterly winds carrying crustal material from exposed rock areas on the Antarctic Peninsula. Savoie et al. [1993] find summertime maxima in MSA concentrations (>200 ng m −3 ) and non-sea-salt sulfates (>400 ng m −3 ) at Palmer Station, values twice as large as recorded at Mawson. Correia et al. [1998] find coarse-mode sea salt and soil dust with little obvious seasonal variation, similar to Saxena and Ruggiero [1990a] , but also notice enhanced heavy metal (Ni and Pb) concentrations consistent with long-range transport of anthropogenic pollutants. In the Southern Ocean [McInnes et al., 1997] , sea salt appears to be a relatively small contribution to the aerosol particle number density (4%-7%), but comprises the largest fraction (86%-100%) of the coarse-mode particles (mean diameter >1.5 mm).
Biogenic Sources of Antarctic Aerosols
[67] It was recognized early on [e.g., Shaw, 1988] that the large fraction of sulfate (95% of condensation nuclei) implies a marine biogenic origin for most Antarctic aerosol. The sulfate aerosol ultimately originates from the emission of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) from marine microorgansims into the marine boundary layer, after which a series of oxidation reactions produces sulfuric acid particles. This suggests the potential for biogeochemical feedbacks between the atmosphere (clouds and radiation) and changing marine primary productivity in response to changing sea ice and open water fractions in a warming ocean.
[68] Over remote oceans, biogenic DMS is the largest contributor of photochemically active sulfur to the atmosphere [Andreae and Crutzen, 1997] . The non-sea-salt sulfates and MSA that eventually result, having particle size range 0.1-1 mm, are hygroscopic and thus have the ability to form cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). This is the basis for the CLAW hypothesis of Charlson et al. [1987] (named after the authors' initials). Vallina et al. [2006] carried out a study of CCN variability over the entire Southern Ocean, using MODIS retrievals of aerosol properties (total aerosol optical depth, fraction of aerosol optical depth in the finemode particles, and effective particle radius) and Seaviewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) retrievals of ocean surface chlorophyll concentration. The seasonality in DMS, resulting from marine primary production, is linked to both the availability of sunlight and the seasonal variation in the ocean mixed layer depth (MLD). During summer, the Southern Ocean MLD is shallow (30 m), such that phytoplankton growth is iron-limited. During the rest of the year, a much deeper mixed layer (400 m during winter) results in light-limited phytoplankton growth. Using SeaWiFS chlorophyll as a valid proxy for DMS, Vallina et al. [2006] report a deterministic relationship between DMS and CCN and show convincingly that this is not an artifact of independent seasonal variation in the chlorophyll and aerosol properties.
[69] The biogenic origin of Antarctic aerosols is seen directly in the chemistry of stratus clouds over the Ross Ice Shelf. Cloud water collected by LC-130 aircraft [Saxena, 1983] shows three clear indicators of biogenic influence. First, laboratory infrared absorption spectra are consistent with proteinaceous matter. Second, there are high concentrations of ionically bonded potassium chloride salt, as opposed to sodium chloride. Third, after samples of cloud water were exposed to sunlight and laboratory room temperature for four weeks, algal growth was noticed. CCN in these clouds were active at 1% supersaturation.
[70] Biogenic contributions to CCN-active Antarctic aerosol are not always entirely local. Alcenar et al. [2010] identified primary productivity in the southern Argentinian shelf region as the main source of aerosol at King George Island, at the northern end of the Antarctic Peninsula.
Long-Range Sources of Antarctic Aerosols
[71] Recent research has revealed long-range transport pathways in several Antarctic sectors, such that the Antarctic aerosol regime is not entirely isolated. A 30 year time history of lead deposition in shallow Antarctic snow [Barbante et al., 1998] shows that Australian fossil fuel burning is a source of lead-enriched aerosol intrusion into the Pacific Antarctic sector, while the same source from South America affects the Atlantic Antarctic sector. Analysis of dust in ice cores obtained at James Ross Island, just east of the Antarctic Peninsula, reveal a doubling of aluminosilicate concentration over the 20th century, consistent with increasing desertification in both Patagonia and northern Argentina [McConnell et al., 2007] . Aerosol of Brazilian origin has been sampled during austral winter at Troll Research Station (72.0°S, 2.5°E) in Queen Maud Land, as evidenced by lognormal size distribution modes with median particle diameters 0.105 mm and 0.36 mm, which are characteristic of biomass burning [Fiebig et al., 2009] . Similarly, Hara et al. [2010] find that haze episodes at Syowa Station, during which visibility can drop to 10 km for periods of 30 h, are caused by biomass burning aerosol from South America transported to the Antarctic coast via the eastward approach of cyclones.
[72] Despite these recent findings, the large-scale impact of anthropogenic aerosol appears to be minimal at present. Satellite-based Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer investigation of ultraviolet-absorbing aerosol (e.g., black carbon from soot and smoke) throughout the Southern Ocean by Herman et al. [1997] found no detectable abundance at any time of year.
[73] When these long-range constituents are absent, the dominance of the fine-particle mode and the low number concentrations in general yield summertime aerosol optical depths (wavelength 500 nm) on the order of 0.03 [Chaubey et al., 2011] . Nevertheless, even the local effects of circumpolar cyclonic storms can increase the concentration of coarse-mode particles (sizes up to 2 mm and more optically active) by an order of magnitude [Pant et al., 2010] .
Aerosols in the Antarctic Troposphere
[74] Aerosol sampled at the Antarctic surface may not be representative of tropospheric aerosol aloft. Using a tethered balloon, Rankin and Wolff [2002] measured enhanced sea salt aerosol 300 m above the surface of the Brunt Ice Shelf. This type of aerosol enhancement, in moist air a few hundred meters above the surface, is also seen over the Antarctic Plateau [Shaw, 1988] . Aircraft measurements over Syowa revealed Aitken mode particle concentrations at altitudes 2 and 4 km that are nearly twice as large as those at the surface [Ito, 1989] . Aircraft measurement of Aitken mode particle concentrations over Ross Island [Saxena, 1983] show a factor of four decrease from the surface to 300 m (600-150 cm −3 ), followed by linear increase from 300 to 1200 cm −3 between altitudes 300 and 3000 m. The enhanced concentrations very close to the surface indicate that the open ocean is a prevalent source, while the increase with height above 300 m suggests a strong role for gas-toparticle conversion.
Cloud Condensation Nuclei
[75] Hygroscopic properties of Antarctic submicron aerosols are highly conducive to CCN formation. At Aboa Station (73.1°S, 13.4°W) in Queen Maud Land, 130 km from the open ocean, Asmi et al. [2010] found summertime hygroscopic growth factors on the order of 1.75 for particles 90 nm in diameter. Interestingly, hygroscopicity in the moist marine air masses, bearing recently formed biogenic particles, is slightly lower than that in continental air masses. This is due to the prevalence of aged marine organic particles and smaller MSA volume fraction in air masses reaching the station from continental directions. Non-MSA organics make up 20%-30% of the submicron aerosol mass during summer.
[76] Dissipating stratus clouds on the Antarctic Peninsula occasionally show bursts of CCN [Saxena, 1996] . This occurs when strong winds and vigorous near-surface vertical mixing gives rise to local cloud formation, after which the winds become calm and the cloud base drops to the ground under the prevailing inversion. As the cloud slowly dissipates, sudden CCN enhancements can last up to 15 h. In these events, CCN concentration can increase by a factor of four at 0.25% supersaturation and by a factor of seven at 1.25% supersaturation. 4.1.6. Ice-Forming Nuclei
[77] At tropospheric pressures, homogeneous nucleation becomes significant mainly for temperatures in the range −35°C-−40°C and below. Therefore, heterogeneous nucleation is responsible for most natural cloud ice water [Szyrmer and Zawadzki, 1997] . There are seven different possible modes of ice crystal nucleation: (1) homogeneous nucleation, (2) deposition nucleation, (3) immersion/condensation freezing, (4) contact freezing, (5) contact freezing "inside out," (6) evaporation freezing, and (7) electrofreezing [DeMott et al., 2010] . Identification of these processes in real clouds is often complicated by the very low concentrations of ice nuclei (IN) in clouds with temperatures on the order of −10°C, 7-9 orders of magnitude smaller than total aerosol particle concentration. Generally speaking, natural mineral aerosol is the important source of IN for colder temperatures (below −12°C-−15°C). At warmer temperatures, IN from biological sources become increasingly important [Szyrmer and Zawadzki, 1997] .
[78] IN of biological (primarily bacterial) origin are found worldwide in snowfall [Christner et al., 2008] Junge and Swanson [2008] investigated the ice nucleating potential of bacterial isolates common in Arctic and Antarctic sea ice and found that they only induce nucleation by immersion freezing at temperatures in the range −40°C-−43°C. Their result does not rule out ice nucleation in the contact or condensation mode. However, this result, along with the findings of Christner et al. [2008] , suggests that long-range transport of biogenic material may play a role in Antarctic warm cloud ice nucleation.
[79] The earliest work on Antarctic IN revealed highly prevalent IN at colder temperatures. From a ground-based study at McMurdo station, Bigg and Hopwood [1963] found mean IN concentrations below 1 L −1 (of air) at −18°C. However, IN concentrations increased steadily and rapidly with decreasing temperature to >10 L −1 at −20°C and ∼100 L −1 at −26°C. These smooth increases are not typical of midlatitudes and suggest a degree of homogeneity in the Antarctic troposphere that may be conducive to fundamental studies of IN. At temperatures below −18°C, the Antarctic IN concentrations exceeded similar measurements from southern midlatitude sites, while the reverse was true for warmer temperatures. These early measurements did not reveal the chemical composition of the IN but did suggest effective particle diameters in the range 0.02 to 0.2 mm.
[80] Aerosol sampled at Palmer Station by Saxena and Weintraub [1988] revealed at least five separate IN distribution spectra in concentration versus temperature. One of these is similar to Bigg and Hopwood [1963] , but four others show IN concentrations between 40 and 10,000 m −3 for temperatures warmer than −12°C. Here, the IN concentrations were estimated by determining the temperatures at which the aerosol droplets freeze. Elemental analysis identified a prominent role for potassium, silicon, and zinc in ice nucleation. Clearly, much more work is needed to elucidate the roles of mineral versus biological IN in Antarctic clouds. Saxena [1983] suggests that condensation freezing may be the dominant mechanism in the case of local biogenic aerosol.
Observed Cloud Properties
Phase and Size
[81] Because of Antarctica's remoteness and challenging environment, in situ observations of cloud particle phase and size from research aircraft are rare (an example of recent such observations over the Antarctic Peninsula is described in section 4.3.3). These properties have been mostly remotely sensed using surface-based passive radiometry and spectroscopy [Stone, 1993; Mahesh et al., 2001b] ; surfacebased lidars [Smiley and Morley, 1981; Del Guasta et al., 1993] ; and, since 2006, the radar and lidar from the CloudSat and CALIPSO missions [Grenier et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2009; Adhikari et al., 2010; Yoshida et al., 2010; Winker et al., 2010] .
[82] Lidar-based retrievals of cloud phase typically rely on measurements of the depolarization ratio, that is, the intensity ratio between the planes of polarization parallel and orthogonal to that of the polarized source. In its most simple formulation, the discrimination method assumes minimal depolarization from water droplets (because of their spherical shape) and large depolarization from the irregularly shaped ice crystals [e.g., Sassen, 1991; . As noted early on by Smiley and Morley [1981] , such assumption is complicated (among other things) by the presence of oriented ice crystals, which are weakly polarizing and thus often result in weak correlation between depolarization and phase [e.g., . This problem has been a focus of improvement in the latest release (version 3) of the cloud phase products from CALIPSO (available at http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/products/). These observations have provided a global view (equatorward of 82°) of cloud phase [e.g., Winker et al., 2010] , but the classifications still lack rigorous validation over Antarctica.
[83] Estimates of cloud effective particle size from broadband or spectral radiometric data have usually been based on an a priori assumption about phase: a choice of liquid water or ice is made for the radiative transfer model calculations. Stone [1993] found that the radiometersonde net flux profiles during winter were consistent with ice particles having effective radius, r e , in the range 4-16 mm. Mahesh et al. [2001b] developed a retrieval method assuming ice phase for their 1992 FTIR data and found a similar size range for clouds during winter; however, in all other seasons many cloudy spectra yield r e > 25 mm with their retrieval method. A similar result was obtained by Lubin and Harper [1996] using AVHRR data and an ice cloud radiative transfer model, although with smaller overall r e (5-6 mm during winter and 12-14 mm during summer). Modeling springtime Antarctic Peninsula stratus as liquid water clouds, Lubin [1994] found most r e in the range 9-10 mm, which is consistent with highlatitude marine stratus clouds not impacted by anthropogenic aerosol [Lubin and Vogelmann, 2006; Garrett and Zhao, 2006] . In aircraft observations of sub-Antarctic stratus clouds over the Southern Ocean during November and December 1995 [Boers and Krummel, 1998 ], 8 mm ≤ r e ≤ 10 mm was the most common size range of liquid water droplets, followed by a second mode at 13-14 mm.
[84] These a priori assumptions about a single phase may be inappropriate for future research. Berque et al. [2011] developed an AVHRR retrieval method for the Antarctic Plateau using transects of pixels rather than direct radiative transfer retrieval on individual pixels. Preliminary results show that either liquid water or ice may be the predominant phase at temperatures as low as −31.7°C. Analysis of FTIR measurements from Palmer Station during spring 1991 show a predominance of liquid water spectral signatures for clouds with bases below 3000 feet (∼900 m); for higher clouds there are some infrared emission signatures consistent with liquid water clouds having small r e , but also clouds with distinct ice-phase signatures [Lubin, 2004] .
[85] Methods for discriminating between different classes of cloud particle sizes have used the different detection sensitivities of active remote-sensing instruments, such as the 94 GHz CloudSat radar and the dual-frequency (532 nm and 1064 nm) CALIOP lidar [Grenier et al., 2009; Adhikari et al., 2010; Winker et al., 2010] . One such example is given in Figure 14 , where the total cloud fractions from CloudSat-CALIPSO (used in section 3) are separated into the contributions from the radar and from the lidar. Figure 14 reveals a clear seasonal cycle in the lidar signal over the East Antarctic interior (Figure 14a) , with a winter (August) maximum of 35%-40% and a summer minimum of ∼10%. This suggests greater abundance of smaller cloud particles in winter, consistent with the occurrence of clouds in the stratospheric layers. In comparison, the radar contribution exhibits relatively little seasonal variability. To some extent, the same remarks also apply to West Antarctica (Figure 14b ), only with a less regular lidar signal and greater cloud fractions from the radar. Admittedly, these observations of the cloud particle size remain qualitative. The study by Grenier et al. [2009] suggests that absolute estimates of r e from CloudSat-CALIPSO are possible, but no comprehensive investigations of this property over Antarctica have been published to date.
Optical Depth
[86] Cloud visible optical depth in Antarctica has most often been estimated by iterating on radiative transfer model calculations to match measured downwelling shortwave spectral irradiance at the surface. This can be problematic when the surface albedo is very high because of prevailing snow and ice cover, as multiple reflections of photons between the surface and the cloud base diminishes the sensitivity in surface irradiance to cloud opacity [Nichol et al., 2003 ]. For example, over a surface albedo of 0.95, typical of clean Antarctic snow at ultraviolet A (UVA, 315-400 nm) and visible wavelengths, a cloud optical depth of 10 will only reduce the surface downwelling irradiance by 5% compared with clear skies, and a cloud optical depth of 100 is required to cause a 40% reduction compared with clear skies, for solar zenith angle 60° [Bernhard et al., 2006] . To estimate cloud optical depth over Antarctic surfaces, high measurement accuracy and precision are required, along with accurate knowledge of the surface albedo.
[87] Stamnes et al.
[1990] estimated cloud optical depth at McMurdo Station in the range 10-20 throughout the sunlit part of the year, using UVA spectroradiometer measurements [Bernhard et al., 2006] , although several estimates were as large as 40-50. These large values may actually be artifacts of non-plane-parallel radiation transfer. Large excursions in estimated cloud optical depth are a common occurrence when simulating real clouds with a plane-parallel radiative transfer model, then attempting to match the simulations with observations. Lubin and Frederick [1991] obtained similar estimates of cloud optical depth at Palmer Station during spring 1988, with ranges of 8-19 for low overcast, 6-12 for high overcast, and 17-24 for storm and snowfall conditions. During spring 1991 at Palmer Station, Ricchiazzi et al. [1995] find larger stratiform cloud optical depths, mostly in the range 20-50. During summer 2000 at Palmer Station, optical depths of stratus and stratocumulus were similar to those during spring 1988 [Lubin et al., 2002] , although stratus fractus of bad weather can show optical depths in the range 40-90 (again, these high values may be artifacts of horizontal cloud inhomogeneity). Fitzpatrick and Warren [2004] caution that radiometrically derived cloud optical depths as described above are best regarded as "effective" optical depths rather than as precise manifestations of instantaneous microphysics.
[88] At South Pole, low cloud total water content and high surface albedo combine to yield small attenuation of surface shortwave irradiance by clouds. Bernhard et al. [2004] found UVA attenuations, relative to clear skies, on the order of 5% on average, with no measured attenuation greater than 23%. Cloud optical depth estimated from the spectral UVA measurements was between 0 and 1 for 71% of the time and between 1 and 5 another 16% of the time. Similar results were obtained for the South Pole clouds by Mahesh et al. [2001b] using a radiative transfer algorithm designed for FTIR data; they find that 65% of clouds sampled have optical depths 0 and 1, and 24% have optical depths between 1 and 5. Aside from some basic sorting of clouds by first-order morphology or base height, there is little insight so far in these earlier studies from Palmer, McMurdo, and South Pole as to what types of meteorological conditions or microphysical processes give rise to different ranges of cloud optical depth.
Regional Examples of Cloud Properties
[89] In this section, the microphysical properties of Antarctic clouds described above are further discussed in four regional examples of observational programs. Some insight into the macrophysical properties of clouds (spatial distribution), presented in section 3, is also provided.
Queen Maud Land
[90] Monitoring programs including a combination of low-maintenance multiwavelength passive and active remote sensing instruments can provide comprehensive simultaneous data of cloud and precipitation macrophysical properties. One such program has recently started at the Belgian Antarctic station, Princess Elisabeth (72°S, 23°E; 180 km inland, 1420 m asl), in Queen Maud Land (http:// ees.kuleuven.be/hydrant/) . The observatory consists of an automatic weather station (AWS) and a suite of ground-based cloud and precipitation remotesensing instruments. The AWS includes basic meteorological sensors (for temperature, humidity, pressure, and wind), four-component broadband radiometer containing both upward-and downward-facing pyranometers for shortwave and pyrgeometers for longwave radiative fluxes, and ultrasonic snow height sensor. The remote sensing instruments include 910 nm pulsed laser ceilometer providing cloud vertical structure and height, infrared pyrometer providing equivalent blackbody cloud base temperature from the measured 8-14 mm radiance, and vertically pointing 24 GHz precipitation radar providing snowfall depth and intensity.
[91] Currently, only short-term observational records are available, but the potential of this observatory can be illustrated by the analysis of a 2 day storm evolution during the austral summer 2010. On 6-7 February 2010, a synoptic event with snowfall at Princess Elisabeth was caused by a large depression centered to the northwest of the station, moving southeast and bringing a thick cloud deck over Queen Maud Land. Both low-level and midlevel clouds were observed at the station during the first day, forming multiple layers with short periods of light precipitation (Figure 15a ). Cloud base temperatures ranged between −20°C for low-level clouds (1-1.5 km) and −35°C-−40°C for midlevel clouds (2-4 km). During January through March 2010, the 1-3 km height range was found to have the highest cloud frequency (70% of all cloud occurrences) at Princess Elisabeth (Figure 16 ). Strong ceilometer backscatter signal and cloud base temperatures higher than −40°C suggest the presence of liquid in these clouds.
[92] During the second day, low clouds (with bases at 1-1.5 km) started to dominate the sky (Figure 15b ) with precipitation detected by the radar from 0500 UTC onward. Ceilometer observations showing cloud bases below 1 km above ground level must be treated with caution as in most cases they indicate precipitation and blowing snow near the surface. A significant increase in downwelling longwave flux (up to 20 W m −2 ) was recorded by the AWS pyrgeometer associated with the cloud base lowering and increase in cloud base temperature. Radar measurements indicated that the depth of precipitating layer ranged from 1 to at least 3 km above ground level (the limit of the radar vertical resolution) during the day. The height and temperature of precipitation formation plays an important role in snow particle size distribution and morphology and also has an important implication for the interpretation of the paleoclimate records from ice cores [Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008] .
Ross Island
[93] One of the few genuine cloud microphysical experiments carried out in Antarctica was reported by Saxena and Ruggiero [1990b] . An LC-130 aircraft was instrumented with a CCN spectrometer, a FSSP, and a cloud water collection probe to measure CCN concentration, cloud droplet size distribution, and cloud water acidity. The aircraft made two flights, on 3 and 5 November 1980, successfully sampling liquid water clouds near Ross Island. Liquid water prevailed for cloud base temperatures in the range −18.6°C-−5.3°C. Cloud droplet size distributions exhibited a bimodal distribution that is not readily explained by classical condensational growth. Four clouds sampled (base heights 500-700 m) had mean droplet diameter between 9.2 and 9.9 mm, while another three (base heights 1400-1900 m) had mean droplet diameter between 11.9 and 13.5 mm. Two of these latter observations occurred for the coldest cloud layers. Liquid water content ranged from 0.06 to 0.18 g m −3 . CCN spectra obtained on the first flight were fitted to the form n = CS k , where n is the number concentration per unit volume with critical supersaturations less than S. Throughout the flight, k = 1.03, while the parameter C varied between 121 and 242 cm . Sea salt and sulfate alternated as the primary source of CCN, depending on cloud layer. Cloud acidity (pH 5.7-6.2) was higher than expected for typical remote stratus clouds, and biogenic marine sulfate appeared responsible. Cloud supersaturations were between 0.34% and 0.76%, which are large values for stratus clouds, and droplet concentrations were small (33-101 cm −3 ). Overall, cloud formation appeared to be characterized by limited competition for the available water vapor.
The Antarctic Peninsula
[94] In early 2010, 14 in-cloud research flights were operated from the British Antarctic Survey Rothera research base (67.6°S, 68.1°W) on the Antarctic Peninsula. The Twin Otter aircraft was fitted with cloud probe instruments, making this the first set of extensive in situ cloud observations over Antarctica since the two flights of Saxena and Ruggiero [1990b] . Three cloud instruments were fitted: the CAS (Cloud Aerosol and Spectrometer) probe, which measures size distributions of particles between 0.6 and 50 mm in diameter and so mainly detects large aerosol, liquid water droplets, and small ice; the CIP (Cloud Imaging Probe), which images larger particles of between 12.5 and 1562.5 mm in diameter and so mainly detects ice particles along with larger droplets and raindrops; and the King hotwire probe, which measures the liquid water content by evaporating droplets. Preliminary analysis of selected flights was presented by Grosvenor et al. [2010] . The first five flights have now been analyzed in detail and the results will be submitted to a peer reviewed journal shortly (D. Grosvenor, manuscript in preparation, 2011) . The focus of this analysis has been on ice formation with ice concentrations calculated from CIP images using software developed at the University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom.
[95] Clouds were sampled between temperatures of −0.5 and −21°C. The results highlight the likely importance of the Hallett-Mossop process [Hallett and Mossop, 1974, hereinafter HM] , which operates over the narrow temperature range of −3°C-−8°C, when considering the presence of ice in Antarctic clouds. Within this temperature range, droplets riming onto ice particles can shatter into many fragments. These ice particles can themselves then act as riming targets for smaller droplets. The fragments can also go on to freeze supercooled water droplets that they collide with, producing larger ice crystals that are likely to be more efficient riming targets. The process can continue at a greater rate, leading to concentrations of ice particles that are far higher than what would otherwise be expected from primary heterogeneous nucleation, especially at such warm temperatures. The presence of some ice is required in order to start off this process. It is possible that this initial ice is formed within the HM temperature zone through heterogeneous nucleation, although given the relatively warm temperatures it is also possible that the ice would have to come from that formed heterogeneously at colder temperatures where IN are thought to be more prevalent.
[96] The ice concentrations found within the HM temperatures zone in the Antarctic clouds were at least 2 orders of magnitude higher than those found in clouds where primary ice production through the activation of IN (heterogeneous nucleation) operates. Ice concentrations of up to ∼10 L −1 were observed near the HM zone with characteristic column-shaped ice being produced (Figure 17a) . In stark contrast, ice concentrations outside of this temperature zone reached maximum concentrations of ∼0.15 L −1 in one small region, although values of <0.1 L −1 were more typical (Figure 17b ). Given that mixed phase cloud (i.e., cloud containing liquid and ice) was sampled down to temperatures of −21°C, the detection of such modest maximum ice concentrations suggests that low concentrations of IN were available. The presence of liquid is likely to be important when considering ice nucleation since deposition, condensation, and contact nucleation can occur. This suggests that the rapid increase in IN concentrations with decreasing (depending on the aerosol concentration chosen) at −18°C and −22°C from the scheme. Thus, the agreement with the maximum ice concentrations observed is reasonable. There is likely to be a strong marine influence on the aerosol composition in the Antarctic Peninsula region, and hence, a large component of the aerosol present is likely to be sea salt. Sea salt is prone to swelling with increased relative humidity, yet it does not nucleate ice and the DM10 parameterization was based on observations in regions that were thought to contain little sea salt aerosol. Given this, the aerosol concentrations based on the Antarctic Peninsula measurements here may represent an overestimate compared to the aerosol parameter that should be provided as input into the DM10 parameterization because of the counting of swollen sea salt aerosol. Thus, the parameterized IN values should perhaps be reduced a little from those quoted above. This might allow for a better match with the observed ice concentrations than the higher-than-observed values quoted.
[98] Despite the rapid production of large number concentrations of ice possible in the HM zone, there were many occasions when no ice was detected among liquid cloud located within the HM temperature range. This fits with the relatively low concentrations of ice seen in the heterogeneous ice nucleation regions. Ice particles are required to initiate the HM process, and these initial ice particles will need to come from heterogeneous nucleation. At the relatively warm temperatures of the HM zone the results here indicate that IN concentrations are likely to be very low, and the occurrence of the HM process in some places, but not in others, may indicate some variability in IN concentrations. Alternatively, the lack of HM multiplication in some regions may have been due to a lack of precipitating ice from above. Another possibility is that sufficient numbers of <12 mm and >25 mm diameter droplets were not present, as the presence of droplets of these sizes is thought to be a requirement for the HM process to occur. This highlights the fact that representation of the HM process in models is not straightforward and is likely to require the inclusion of several linked microphysical processes.
[99] The results highlighted here suggest that IN concentrations in this region of Antarctica are likely to be lower than those that would be predicted by many older parameterizations. Thus, models based on these parameterizations, such as the WRF model when run with the popular Morrison et al. [2009] scheme and likely several global climate models, are likely to overestimate ice concentrations with subsequent impacts on the representation of cloud microphysics. The correct representation of the HM process is also likely to be of great importance since this can lead to ice numbers 2 or 3 orders of magnitude greater than the heterogeneous ice nucleation concentrations.
Southern Ocean
[100] Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] obtained wellcharacterized broadband radiometric data from 18 voyages of the RSV Aurora Australis, when this vessel supported the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE) on transects between Hobart and East Antarctica during the years 1991-2002. On the basis of the large volume of data collected, covering all four seasons, this observational program produced a viable climatology of Southern Ocean and coastal Antarctic cloud properties (in contrast to individual measurement campaigns described above). Gimbaled pyranometers were deployed on the port and starboard sides of the ship, and collocated all-sky photography was used to correct the data for field-of-view obstructions from the ship's superstructure. These cruises carried trained weather and ice observers, who provided valuable ancillary data. Surface albedo measurements of various sea ice types by Allison et al. [1993] and Brandt et al. [2005] were used to interpret the sea ice observations for input to the radiative transfer algorithm. Cloud cover records made every 3 h were used to distinguish clear from cloudy skies, which provided an empirical grounding for the radiative transfer retrieval method [Fitzpatrick and Warren, 2004] .
[101] One insight appears in the data of Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] even before cloud optical depth is estimated (Figure 18 ). In the raw cloud transmittance, trc (defined as the ratio of downwelling irradiance under cloud to the irradiance under clear sky with the same solar zenith angle), the range 0.8 < trc < 1.0 is sparsely populated, compared with smaller values (optically thicker clouds). This may represent a threshold in the transition from aerosol to cloud and would only appear if CCN-active aerosols are primarily of one type (e.g., biogenic DMS). Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] label this sparely populated trc distribution range the "Koehler gap." The presence of several types of CCN-active aerosol would obscure this gap. The extensive pyranometer measurements from this program also provide a climatology of the cloud optical depth, t, over the East Antarctic maritime sector sampled by the Aurora (Figure 19 ). The frequency distributions of t by latitude range show greater optical depths (up to 60) occurring over open water north of the seaice edge. The fitting of exponential decay functions to the histograms yields estimates of average optical depths (the decay constant, t c , in the fitting functions). The 55°S-60°S Figure 18 . Cloud transmittance derived from pyranometers deployed on the 1996 springtime voyage of RSV Aurora and shown over (a) sea ice concentrations >0.2 and (b) open ocean (sea ice concentrations <0.2). The "Koehler gap" appears in the data over sea ice, in the relatively small number of data points between 0.8 < trc < 1.0 for all solar zenith angles. From Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] . latitude band exhibits the thickest clouds, consistent with the peak in cloud fractions seen in CloudSat-CALIPSO (Figure 8b ) and MODIS (Figure 8f ) over eastern longitudes, as discussed in section 3.1.1.
MODELING OF ANTARCTIC CLOUDS
[102] As noted by Lachlan-Cope [2010] , the microphysical properties of cloud particles can have a major impact on the Earth's radiation budget. It is therefore important that they are correctly represented in climate models. Unfortunately, model cloud parameterizations are often empirically based upon measurements made in the Tropics and middle latitudes, so that their applicability for Antarctic clouds is questionable. For example, cloud physics schemes must provide for the radiative properties of thin clouds over Antarctica [Gallée and Gorodetskaya, 2010] . Furthermore, climate model simulations demonstrate the nonlocal as well as global impacts of changes in Antarctic cloud characteristics [Shibata and Chiba, 1990; Lubin et al., 1998; Gordon et al., 2000; Lachlan-Cope, 2010] .
[103] This section discusses the modeling of Antarctic clouds with global and regional models, taking the opportunity to introduce important issues and technical details. Efforts with these models to represent Antarctic clouds within the hydrologic cycle have shown progress over the last two decades, but considerable work remains.
[104] Antarctic cloud modeling can be contrasted to that of the Arctic, where the clouds, especially the frequent summer mixed-phase clouds, are still not adequately represented in numerical models, but the challenges are well-recognized and concerted efforts have been organized to address the issues [e.g., Randall et al., 1998; Curry et al., 2000; Verlinde et al., 2007; Vavrus et al., 2009] . For the Antarctic region, there has been much less extensive research seeking to evaluate or improve the performance of cloud representations in numerical models. Nevertheless, the present cloud representations for Antarctica in current state-of-the-art numerical models appear to be far superior to those from the early systematic studies with global and regional models during the 1990s [e.g., Bromwich et al., 1995; Hines et al., 1997] . Much of that improvement is attributable to a general improvement in model cloud representations rather than a specific emphasis on Antarctic clouds.
Global Models
Advances in Cloud Parameterization: The Example of NCAR's Climate Models
[105] It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a comprehensive review of the cloud parameterizations and their Antarctic performances for all global climate models (GCMs) in use today. Instead, a historical perspective on cloud modeling in the generations of the widely used National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) models is presented. Additional information about cloud parameterization in climate models can be found in the work by Stensrud [2009] .
[106] It is common for GCMs to separate the cloud processes within the hydrologic cycle into (1) resolvable or "grid-scale" or "macrophysics" or "bulk microphysics" Figure 19 . Cloud optical depth retrieved from pyranometer measurements deployed with ANARE support missions of RSV Aurora between 1991 and 2002. These retrievals encompass all seasons but with a bias toward spring and summer. The total number of observations is 797, 528, 380, 268, and 254 for latitude bands 45°S-50°S, 50°S-55°S, 55°S-60°S, 60°S-65°S, and 65°S-70°S, respectively. The histograms give percentages for bins of width Dt = 5. The solid curves depict an exponential fit: f(t) = (1/t c ) exp(−t/t c ). From Fitzpatrick and Warren [2005] . treatment that is applicable to the broad cloud systems within synoptic weather systems and (2) "sub-grid-scale" processes, especially for cumulus clouds. The latter is typically treated with cumulus parameterizations and will not be discussed further. The early representations of the large-scale processes within the hydrologic cycle by the NCAR climate models did not include prognostic treatment of cloud condensate. Rather, while water vapor was normally calculated as a prognostic variable, diagnostic formulas were applied to the clouds, precipitation, and the associated radiative properties [Williamson et al., 1987; Hack et al., 1993] . In particular, effective cloud particle radius is an important parameter for determining radiative characteristics from cloud variables [e.g., Lubin and Harper, 1996] .
[107] Systematic evaluations of the representation of the Antarctic hydrologic cycle within NCAR climate models were initiated through a series of papers focusing on precipitation [e.g., Tzeng et al., 1993 Tzeng et al., , 1994 . Their findings were summarized by Bromwich et al. [1995] and show that the standard version 2 of the NCAR Community Climate Model (CCM2) with improved horizontal resolution (T42) and the spectral transform method does not suffer from the huge positive polar biases in the polar hydrologic cycle of the lower resolution (R15) CCM1, which employed a positive moisture fixer scheme to remove negative values. The CCM2 more or less represented the arid climate of the continent.
[108] Additional efforts to evaluate and improve the representation of Antarctic clouds followed. Lubin et al. [1998] introduced the ice cloud optical properties of Ebert and Curry [1992] into the continental clouds over Antarctica, replacing the standard global water clouds in simulations with the NCAR CCM2. By substituting in the ice cloud optical properties over Antarctica they found that the simulation impact extended throughout the Southern Hemisphere well beyond the region of the 1°C-2°C local warming that resulted directly from the change.
[109] Furthermore, Bromwich [1998a, 1998b] systematically evaluated the polar climate simulations of the following generation NCAR CCM3 developed during the late 1990s. Unfortunately, a plateau had been reached in the quality of the polar hydrologic cycle, perhaps because the diagnostic parameterization for cloud fraction was nearly identical to that of the earlier CCM2. Both versions determine cloud fraction following the widely used Slingo [1989] methodology, which is based upon relative humidity, with vertical velocity, static stability, and convective mass flux as additional inputs. The diagnosed cloud fraction is then fed into the radiation calculations. On the other hand, CCM3 did allow for ice clouds with a strict linear, temperature-based transition between liquid and ice clouds, with all-ice clouds for temperatures below −30°C and all-water clouds for temperatures above −10°C. Over the oceans, cloud liquid water droplet effective radius was set at 10 mm. Over land, the liquid droplet size was variable, with radii as small as 5 mm. Briegleb and Bromwich [1998a] found CCM3's clouds, hydrologic cycle, and associated radiative fields over Antarctica were not superior to those of CCM2. Polar cloud water path was too large by about a factor of two, and the longwave and shortwave radiation were correspondingly biased.
[110] In an effort to improve the simulation of Antarctic clouds and climate, Hines et al. [2004] implemented changes into the NCAR CCM3. One change was to replace the standard diagnostic clouds with the Rasch and Kristjánsson [1998] single-moment prognostic cloud scheme with water and ice condensate. The new scheme is simpler than other prognostic bulk microphysics schemes in that it lacks a multivariate treatment of condensate found in more advanced schemes [e.g., Gallée, 1995; Girard and Curry, 2001] . The transformation of cloud ice to snow is known as "autoconversion" and is simply treated with a threshold cloud ice mixing ratio. The application of the new prognostic scheme resulted in increased (decreased) cloud emissivity in the upper (lower) troposphere, a qualitative improvement in the vertical distribution of cloud radiative properties over Antarctica. The optical thickness of Antarctic clouds, however, was excessive, resulting in errors in the longwave and shortwave radiative fields. The simple formula for autoconversion appeared to be at least partly responsible for the error. Excessive ice cloud amount was required for autoconversion, despite observations showing optically thin precipitating Antarctic clouds.
Antarctic Cloud Cover in IPCC AR4 Models
[111] Cloud radiative forcing represents the major source of discrepancies between GCMs [Dufresne and Bony, 2008] . Yet systematic reviews of the quality of cloud simulations by GCMs, especially in high southern latitudes, have been lacking, owing to a large extent to the absence of a reliable cloud climatology. Building upon the CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud data set presented in section 3, the present section presents an evaluation of the cloud amounts from 12 GCMs used for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) [Solomon et al., 2007] over the Southern Ocean and Antarctica. The 12 models examined here and listed in Table 3 represent the state-of-the-art GCMs in the late 2000s decade. The 20 year model simulations (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) are taken from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) experiment, in which the atmospheric component of the GCMs is constrained by observed sea surface temperature and sea ice concentrations. Thus, the assessment is not affected by the quality of the ocean model simulations. The model total cloud fraction (CF) fields are obtained from the World Climate Research Programs Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 3 data portal (https://esg.llnl.gov:8443/). Note that the evaluations of the AR4 models, globally and over Antarctica, have generally been done using their coupled ocean-atmosphere configuration [e.g., Chapman and Walsh, 2007; Connolley and Bracegirdle, 2007; Randall et al., 2007; Monaghan et al., 2008] .
[112] Figure 20 shows maps of the mean annual CF from CloudSat-CALIPSO and the 12 IPCC AR4 model ensemble average. It also includes the results from three individual GCMs (Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3); Hadley Centre Global Environment Model, version 1 (HadGEM1); and European Center/Hamburg, version 5 (ECHAM5)) as well as those from the ERAInterim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] . Unlike the AR4 GCMs, ERA-Interim is constrained by a wide variety of atmospheric observations, such as radiosoundings and satellite radiances.
Nonetheless, clouds are produced by the reanalysis model short-term forecasts and are thus strongly influenced by the model physics. ERA-Interim data were initially only available from 1989 onward. Therefore, a 20 year period spanning 1990-2009 is considered here (this data set has recently been extended back to 1979). In Figure 21 , the zonal-average mean seasonal CF from the same data sets is plotted as a function of latitude for summer (December-January-February (DJF)) and winter (June-July-August (JJA)). The conclusions drawn from the comparison between CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud estimates and GCM data assume that the 4 year CloudSat-CALIPSO data set is representative of the long-term average cloud cover. This assumption is supported by the fact that ERA-Interim exhibits very similar CF, on average, for the 4 year and 20 year periods.
[113] The annual average CF (Figure 20) shows that the ensemble average generally underestimates the cloud amounts over the Southern Ocean (by 5%-10%), whereas it overestimates the cloud amount over the Antarctic continent (by 10%-15%). Over the Southern Ocean, summer (Figure 21a ) reveals fairly close agreement with CloudSat-CALIPSO. In contrast, the positive bias over the Antarctic continent is present both in summer and winter. The excess of clouds over Antarctica may be, in part, due to the coarse resolution of the atmospheric models (Table 3) , resulting in a smoothing of the ice sheet's topography and an excessive influx of moisture inland. Figures 20 and 21 show that CCSM3 substantially underestimates the cloud amounts over the Southern Ocean but agrees relatively well with CloudSat-CALIPSO over Antarctica (equatorward of 82°S).
[114] The relatively small bias displayed by the model ensemble masks large disparities. The cloud biases of the individual GCMs with respect to CloudSat-CALIPSO are shown in Table 4 . Averaged over summer and winter and over latitudes 50°S-60°S and 70°S-80°S, the lowest biases in absolute terms (average absolute difference column in Table 4 ) are found in HadGEM1; the Institute of Numerical Mathematics Coupled Model, version 3 (INM-CM3); and ECHAM5. The quality of the HadGEM1 and ECHAM5 simulations is consistent with the conclusions from Connolley and Bracegirdle [2007] . These authors assessed the 20th century simulations from 19 AR4 GCMs over Antarctica on the basis of several variables. Over Antarctica, the highest "skill scores" were assigned to the HadGEM1 and ECHAM5 models. The performance of the INM-CM3 is more surprising as the model features the coarsest horizontal resolution among the 12 GCMs and uses a relatively simple diagnostic scheme to predict clouds (the stratiform cloud fraction is calculated as a linear function of the relative humidity), as opposed to prognostic equations of the cloud condensates in HadGEM1 and ECHAM5. The Centre National de Recherches Météor-ologiques Coupled Model, version 3 (CNRM-CM3); the Flexible Global Ocean-Atmosphere-Land System, version 1 (FGOALS1); and the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled Model, version 4 (IPSL-CM4) are the models showing the greatest discrepancies from CloudSat-CALIPSO.
[115] Changes in near-surface temperature and precipitation are likely tied to changing cloud properties and their impact on the surface radiative budget and hydrological cycle. In this respect, one must emphasize the fact that the total cloud amount evaluated here is only one property of clouds among others (e.g., phase and radiative forcing) and does not tell how well these are represented in the GCMs.
Regional Models
[116] The 1990s saw the growth of regional modeling studies for Antarctica [e.g., Parish and Bromwich, 1991; Gallée, 1995; Hines et al., 1995 Hines et al., , 1997 Bailey and Lynch, 2000a] . Cloud parameterizations within mesoscale models tend to be more detailed and computationally expensive than those of global models. The microphysics equations are complicated and will not be repeated here. An excellent example of a detailed set of prognostic equations for large-scale precipitation is given in the Appendix of Gallée [1995] . Condensate is typically divided into cloud (suspended) and precipitation (falling) particles and further divided into liquid and ice components. The various processes treated are condensation/ evaporation/sublimation/deposition, melting/freezing, autoconversion (cloud to precipitation), accretion, and rain and snow fallout. Adequate representation of the clouds and hydrologic cycle in mesoscale models, however, has remained problematic, analogous to the global modeling studies. The overall advancement in model cloud parameterizations, regardless of climatic region, has offered hope for improved Antarctic representations. Early evaluations of performance of cloud representations for high southern latitudes demonstrate the inadequacy of parameterizations developed for other regions of the globe [e.g., Hines et al., 1997] . About the time of the Antarctic Weather Forecasting Workshop in May 2000 [Bromwich and Cassano, 2001] , however, viable representations of Antarctic clouds began to more commonly appear in regional models.
[117] As an example, the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5) [Grell et al., 1994] contained the microphysics option of the singlemoment, prognostic explicit scheme from Reisner et al. [1998] . The model has a traditional bulk microphysics scheme with three-dimensional prognostic equations for the mixing ratios of water vapor, cloud water, cloud ice, rain, and snow. One issue is the use of the Fletcher [1962] IN formula that facilitates excessive number concentrations and unrealistically small particles at very low temperatures. An outcome can be a noticeable warm bias [e.g., Hines et al., 1997] . When the ice nuclei concentration of Meyers et al. [1992] replaced that of Fletcher [1962] in the polar-optimized version "Polar MM5," however, fewer IN are present at low temperature and realistic simulations are possible for Antarctica [Guo et al., 2003 ]. An additional update was adapting the radiation scheme away from a diagnostic cloud fraction calculation to one that input the predicted liquid and ice mixing ratios. Accordingly, Polar MM5 with the modified Reisner scheme tackled multiple Antarctic applications including real-time synoptic forecasting [e.g., Powers et al., 2003; Bromwich et al., 2003 Bromwich et al., , 2005 . Concurrent to the Antarctic application of Polar MM5, several regional high-resolution models had cloud microphysics sufficiently advanced to allow synoptic and climatic studies for Antarctica, including studies of Antarctic hydrology [e.g., Pavolonis et al., 2004; Gallée et al., 2005; van de Berg et al., 2006] .
[118] Looking forward, advances in cloud modeling that are available to mesoscale models provide opportunities to treat an increasing set of physical phenomena. Mixed-phase clouds, ice fog, polar cloud sensitivity to aerosols, and the frequent diamond dust/clear-sky precipitation over Antarctica are possibly treatable with advanced parameterizations including "double-moment" schemes discussed below [e.g., Girard and Curry, 2001] . Additionally, the impact of aerosols on cloud physics is gaining attention among modelers. From the Antarctic perspective, observations suggest that polar clouds are highly sensitive to the number concentration of IN, which are highly influenced by atmospheric aerosol concentrations [e.g., Prenni et al., 2007] . Not surprisingly, early attention has focused more on the Arctic [e.g., Girard and Blanchet, 2001; Girard and Curry, 2001; Morrison et al., 2008] . Yet there are good reasons to consider the aerosol impact for the relatively pristine Antarctic environment. Furthermore, the seasonal pattern of aerosols at the South Pole is opposite to that in the Arctic with minima in the winter an order of magnitude smaller than the summer values a The difference is shown for summer (December-January-February (DJF)) and winter (June-July-August (JJA)) and for latitudes 50°S-60°S (Southern Ocean) and 70°S-80°S (Antarctic continent).
b Average of the absolute values from each of the four measurements. The GCMs are ordered by increasing average absolute difference.
c Shown are the estimates from CloudSat-CALIPSO used in the calculation. [Hogan and Barnard, 1978; Park et al., 2004] . Thus, Antarctica provides an opportunity to study and model clouds in a unique clean environment. However, little work has yet been done to explore detailed microphysics over Antarctica with the most advanced cloud schemes, coinciding with the lack of detailed observations for comparisons.
[119] One recent mesoscale study has been performed with an advanced microphysics scheme and compared to recent observations. Gallée and Gorodetskaya [2010] compared results of the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional to Dome C observations over the East Antarctic Plateau and achieved a representation of polar stratospheric clouds. Furthermore, they represented the impact of snow on the radiative fields by taking the effective radius of snow to be three times that of ice clouds.
[120] As to how cloud-aerosol issues might be addressed, it can be noted that the earlier generation of bulk microphysics schemes (known as "single-moment" schemes because they only carry cloud particle mass concentrations and not number concentrations) are poorly suited to the task of capturing aerosol sensitivities [Girard and Curry, 2001] . A more advanced set of schemes known as "double-moment" schemes seek to predict the number concentration for water and ice clouds in addition to predicting the mass of cloud condensate [Morrison and Grabowski, 2007; Philips et al., 2007; Morrison et al., 2008] . This allows for a more physical treatment of clouds and their aerosol interactions and also enables determination of key inputs to cloud radiative parameterizations such as effective particle radius [Girard and Curry, 2001; Morrison et al., 2008] . For example, the state-of-the-art Polar WRF mesoscale model [Hines and Bromwich, 2008; Bromwich et al., 2009; Hines et al., 2011] , which has replaced Polar MM5, has the option for the Morrison two-moment microphysics scheme. It is plausible that these advanced schemes with appropriate revisions could treat ice fog and diamond dust/clear-sky precipitation [Girard and Blanchet, 2001; Girard and Curry, 2001 ]. Yet, to our knowledge, no studies have attempted to parameterize Antarctic clear-sky precipitation in this way, and only limited efforts have been attempted in the Arctic [Girard and Blanchet, 2001] .
Operational Forecasting of Clouds in Antarctica
[121] Accurately forecasting clouds, especially low clouds, is critical to the support of Antarctic aviation operations. Both the Terminal Area Forecast and route forecast are required to provide estimates of low cloud cover (in octas) and base height (in feet) to ensure minimum safe altitudes and good visibility conditions at landing. Routine observations of cloud base and cover are only made at staffed Antarctic stations and many of the regular skiways and landing sites, with these observations traditionally provided by trained observers. Some landing sites now also rely on ceilometers to provide an estimate of the cloud base height (see section 2.1). The accuracy of the cloud base observations is dependent on the experience of the observer and the availability of reference markers to gauge the cloud height. These observations are also necessarily limited to staffed sites with large sections of the Antarctic continent devoid of any observations of cloud base or cover.
[122] This data void has led to a reliance on numerical weather prediction (NWP) output to provide information on cloud properties over the Antarctic region. Such NWP efforts include the Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS) Bromwich et al., 2005] , funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation, and an East Antarctic version of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology's Limited Area Prediction System, PolarLAPS [Adams, 2005; Adams and Powers, 2007] .
[123] Since aviation forecasting is critical for Antarctic operations, accurate cloud representations are highly valued. However, verification of modeled prognostic clouds versus observations can be problematic. First, there are difficulties associated with obtaining objective cloud observations which are frequently reported in fractions or octas. Second, many modern cloud prediction schemes predict the mass of water substance but do not directly produce a cloud fraction that can be compared to observations. Diagnostic relationships, however, can be used to estimate cloud fraction from model results [e.g., Wyser and Jones, 2005; Fogt and Bromwich, 2008] . As an example, to generate its routine operational weather forecasts for Antarctica, the AMPS has successively used the mesoscale model Polar MM5 (until mid-2008 ) and the Polar WRF. A preexisting MM5 formula has been used to estimate the total CF from the forecast cloud liquid water (CLWP) and ice water (CIWP) paths within each model layer,
where the paths (in mass per unit area) are summed layer by layer from the surface to the top of the model. CLWP and CIWP are readily calculated from the cloud liquid water and cloud ice water mixing ratios, respectively (see details in the work by Fogt and Bromwich [2008] ). The constants, C l and C i , are longwave absorption coefficients that can be determined empirically or from cloud radiative properties. Fogt and Bromwich [2008] Research, 2011) . A further limitation of the formula is that it only works for total cloud fraction and is highly sensitive to low clouds, which tend to have higher water substance contents. To estimate only the high cloud fraction, for example, the formula would require modifica-tions, as an overcast cirrus layer is typically denoted by small CIWP and no CLWP.
CONCLUSIONS
Summary and Outstanding Questions
[125] Despite indications that clouds from the troposphere to the mesosphere in the Antarctic have a major role in determining the ice sheet's radiative budget, surface mass balance, and ozone concentration, there are relatively few measurements of clouds in the Antarctic. Knowledge of cloud properties and the role of clouds in processes and feedbacks occurring in this region have been extrapolated from a combination of ground and satellite-based remote sensing retrievals, meteorological analyses, modeling studies, and a limited number of in situ aircraft and balloon-borne observations. However, because of the sparseness and limited duration of these observations, clouds in the extreme southern latitudes are still poorly understood. The complexity of Antarctic clouds and their importance to the climate system warrant increased study and an expanded observing network to support improved modeling and predictive efforts.
[126] Visual observations provide the longest direct observational record and suggest that cloud cover may be decreasing. However, such measurements are problematic after polar sunset when cloud cover tends to be underestimated. Further, the representativeness of observations from a small number of stations covering an extremely limited portion of the continent for a short time period is questionable. Coverage over the encircling Southern Ocean is even more uneven and limited, and what little data are available are often compromised by a lack of attention to the state of the instruments, a dearth of longwave and active data, or unidentified shadowing events by the ship's superstructure.
[127] Satellite remote sensing offers promise for enhancing the climatological database of Antarctic clouds by providing better temporal and spatial resolution and frequent overpass times in the polar regions. Standard techniques for passive remote sensing are limited by the lack of visible and thermal contrast between ice-covered surfaces and cloud tops and the relative transparency of thin ice clouds. Passive sensors measuring radiances at multiple viewing angles, such as the MultiAngle Imaging Spectroradiometer [Di Girolamo and Wilson, 2003] and the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances [Parol et al., 2004] , provide possible pathways for improvements of daytime cloud detection over snow-covered surfaces. Atmospheric structure gleaned from hyperspectral instruments like the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder further support understanding of cloud formation and interaction with the surrounding environment [Stajner et al., 2007] . Limb-viewing sensors have started to provide long-term data on upper atmosphere properties [e.g., Saitoh et al., 2002] and have helped study the role of polar stratospheric clouds in ozone destruction.
[128] Active remote sensing techniques, such as airborne and spaceborne lidars, provide more detailed information needed for process studies. The comprehensive data sets generated by the CloudSat radar and CALIPSO lidar are also beginning to make possible investigations of the variation of cloud cover in different regimes (e.g., over West and East Antarctica and over coastal areas such as McMurdo), the influences of different factors on cloud cover (e.g., presence of open water and synoptic factors such as intrusion of marine air inland), and the dependence of PSC formation on the presence of deep tropospheric systems. Nevertheless, observations from spaceborne lidar and radar are limited in time and have infrequent orbital repeat, with no long-term plans for extending them to a decadal record. In this respect, it is unfortunate that the continuity of the joint CloudSat-CALIPSO observations has been interrupted since April 2011 because of a battery anomaly on the CloudSat spacecraft (http://cloudsat.atmos.colostate.edu/). As of October 2011, it is uncertain whether CloudSat will return to its formation orbit with CALIPSO. Despite this uncertainty, the existence of the CloudSat-CALIPSO data set has undoubtedly started a new era in Antarctic cloud research.
[129] In addition to cloud macrophysical properties, knowledge of cloud microphysical properties is needed for understanding the role of clouds in Antarctic weather and climate. Only limited data on cloud particle shapes, sizes, and phase are currently available from retrievals of ground-based instruments, space-borne lidar, and infrequent tethered balloon and in situ observations. In situ measurements over the Avery Plateau showed larger concentrations of ice crystals and fewer droplets than expected so that agreement with model simulations could only be obtained by assuming additional surface sources of ice nuclei. On the other hand, heterogeneously nucleated ice crystal concentrations observed in situ in clouds of various types over the Antarctic Peninsula were low (generally <0.1 L −1 ), especially compared to the predictions of older IN parameterizations. However, a new IN parameterization that takes into account aerosol concentrations adequately predicted low ice nuclei concentrations. Crystal concentrations near the narrow temperature band over which the Hallett-Mossop process is active were around 2 orders of magnitude higher, although such ice multiplication was not always observed in these regions in the presence of liquid. This suggests a complex process, which would be challenging to predict in models but which is likely to be very important in determining the degree of glaciation of these clouds given the low IN concentrations inferred.
[130] Surface and space-based observations of Antarctic clouds should complement and inform modeling studies encompassing a variety of spatial and temporal scales. For large-scale models, Antarctic snowfall and temperature records have been used to evaluate simulations because they have the longest spatial and temporal extent. Although nearsurface temperature trends have been overestimated by a factor of 2-3 by the IPCC AR4 GCMs, the sensitivity of snowfall to regional temperature changes has been consistent with GCM estimates within 5% K −1 . However, it is still unclear whether the treatment of precipitation within Antarctic clouds is reliable enough to examine changes and variability in decadal trends [Monaghan et al., 2008] .
[131] Process-oriented understanding gained from regional climate, mesoscale, and large eddy simulation (LES) modeling can be used to develop new representations for large-scale models. Recently developed sophisticated, multicategory parameterizations [e.g., Morrison et al., 2005; Thompson et al., 2008] for cloud-resolving and mesoscale models have the potential for improving modeled microphysical processes occurring in Antarctic clouds. However, since processes such as the sedimentation and single-scattering properties of nonspherical ice crystals are less understood than those for their liquid counterparts and because fundamental assumptions about the size and shape distributions of ice in pristine Antarctic conditions have not been evaluated against observations, there are uncertainties in these schemes that can only be addressed through collection of additional data that offer closure, that is, conducting constrained measurements of radiative properties with collocated in situ measurements oriented toward process understanding.
Future Research Needs
[132] Because limited observations are a major impediment to progress in Antarctic cloud research, it is critical to collect a focused set of observations to advance the understanding of dynamical, microphysical, and radiative processes in largely undersampled Antarctic clouds. Better and more frequent remote sensing and in situ observations are needed. Satellite and ground-based remote sensing provide broad characteristics of cloud structure and height at varying spatial and temporal resolution. However, they do not resolve the radiative field within the cloud and at the surface. Sites from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) provide point measurements of the incident, reflected and diffuse radiative field, needed for process studies and parameterization [Ohmura et al., 1998; Wild et al., 2009] . Currently, the BSRN sites are restricted to four locations (Neumayer and Syowa on the coast and South Pole and Concordia in the interior). No data are available over the sea ice or ocean. Equipping ships that routinely work within the Southern Ocean with more numerous and sophisticated radiation and cloud sensors could provide important data for determining how cloud properties vary according to the environment where they form and persist. Consistent cloud measurements over more varied surfaces coupled with (at a minimum) the complete radiative field would significantly contribute to modeling of the radiative budget, including potential cloud contributions to cryospheric melt.
[133] In addition to initiating process studies, in situ observations are critically needed to evaluate retrievals of cloud microphysical properties from remote sensors made in the pristine conditions of the Antarctic and adjacent Southern Ocean. Currently, used algorithms developed using data collected in more polluted environments may not be relevant. The in situ data are further needed to develop and evaluate cloud and precipitation parameterization schemes for GCM, LES, and NWP models and to evaluate the performance of said models.
[134] Several recent in situ aircraft field campaigns in the Arctic [e.g., Uttal et al., 2002; Verlinde et al., 2007; McFarquhar et al., 2011] can serve as models for future airborne campaigns in the Antarctic. Although Arctic campaigns have some relevance for studies of cloud processes occurring in cold boundary clouds over snow-covered surfaces, they do not negate the need for a focused campaign over Antarctica, where lower aerosol concentrations; different upper atmospheric chemistry; reduced ozone concentrations; drier, colder meteorological conditions; seasonal sea ice cover; and enhanced katabatic influences occur. An Antarctic campaign would be more complex and costly than those conducted in the Arctic because of its remote location, the presence of few suitable landing strips, and the seasonality of access to the continent.
[135] The instrumentation needed to measure cloud properties is almost as complex as the clouds themselves. At the same time, new and improved instruments are continuously being developed, such as those measuring the threedimensional distribution of radiative fluxes [Zinner et al., 2008] . Because of logistical and budgetary concerns associated with deploying instruments on and around Antarctica, prioritization of measurements, platforms, and sites will be necessary. Involving not only process modelers but also climate and forecast modelers into the planning may ensure that the sampling has added significance beyond the particular field season and location chosen.
[136] In addition to studies on the role of clouds in Antarctic climate change, the Antarctic environment offers a unique opportunity for investigations of cloud processes. Pristine conditions makes Antarctica an ideal test bed for examining hypotheses on primary and secondary ice nucleation mechanisms, an uncertainty that has plagued the cloud physics community for years [Cantrell and Heymsfield, 2005] .
[137] The current range of uncertainty about Antarctic clouds is matched only by the variety of tools, sensors, and models poised to decipher the inner workings of these climatologically important clouds. The current understanding is the product of years of threading together data streams and parameterizations developed by researchers worldwide. One country's effort cannot solve all questions. The Antarctic is, after all, a continent of international cooperation. Much of the cloud-related data collection during the International Polar Year 2007-2009 and since has been the result of multinational teams who have optimized the use of platforms resident on and flying over the Antarctic. Such cooperation is crucial if further progress is to be made. [139] The Editor responsible for this paper was Alan Robock.
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